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USG walks out in protest

On Tuesday, March 16, students,
faculty and literary enthusiasts
gathered for an evening of poetry
with Major Jackson, distinguished
poet and professor at the University
of Vermont.
Hosted in the Newman Conference Center, the event served as a
welcoming reception for the Philadelphian poet as this semester’s
Harman Writer-in-Residency professor.
Professor Roslyn Bernstein,
moderator for the event and director of the Harman Program, gave
an opening speech to the crowded
audience.
Jackson, an author of two awardwinning collections of poetry,
Hoops and Leaving Saturn, is the
24th writer to hold the position.
“My undergrad degree was in
accounting,” said Jackson. “I was
supposed to be auditing a firm
or reading numbers on a column
now, but eventually words became
my life.”
Afterwards, distinguished professor and poet Grace Schulman
took the stage to introduce Major
Jackson, highlighting the personal
dimension of Jackson’s work. In
words of admiration, Schulman expressed that “good poems breathe
urgency but Jackson’s poems are a
matter of life and death where no
one survives.”
Speaking further on Jack-
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Major Jackson converses about his accomplishments and ‘poetic’ works.
son’s poetic interpretation of life
in North Philadelphia Schulman
stated, “Jackson indulges us in the
rhythms of the city in a music of his
own and transforms the urban experience into an experience of his
own kind.”
These expressive words of literary critique set an inviting mood for
the poet, who received a welcoming applause from the audience as
he walked to the podium.
“I understand the heft of the
Harman program and its ability to
make creative writing central to academic learning,” said Jackson. “It’s
not a hyperbole when I say that Baruch is one of the top three places
dedicated to creative writing.”

Jackson did not limit his flattery
when speaking of his current Baruch students.
“I don’t know if it’s a New York
thing but they are so opinionated,”
he stated. “And it’s evidence of a
kind of respect and care for each
other’s writing.”
According to Jackson, his own
path to writing was “spontaneous
and unforeseeable.”
“Writing chose me; I didn’t
choose to write poetry.”
Following Jackson’s warm up, he
continued on with a formal reciting
of a series of his poems with topics
ranging from teenage pot smoking,
the pains of love, his youth in Philadelphia and even a tributary poem
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to the late poet Gwendolyn Brooks.
The attentive crowd hung on to
Jackson’s lyrical words in collective
silence as he broke into snippets
of poetic rhyme interspersed with
personal observations.
Jackson ended by conversing
with the crowd on his craft, his untimely inspirations and intimate relationship with writing.
“My biggest inspiration is the
conversation writers have been
having over the years on what it
means to be human,” he said. “I
think if you want to get to the ‘nitty
gritty’ on how people behave you
go to the art and poems that have
been written.”
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CUNY, known for its affordability and growing matriculation, is
prominent in its diversity among
students. However, the ethnic
make-up of faculty has been called
into question.
According to The New York
Daily News, more than two-thirds
of CUNY’s 7,214 full-time faculty
is Caucasian, while 12.3 percent is
African-American, 8.3 percent Hispanic and 10.5 percent Asian.
James McCarthy, provost and
senior vice president for academic
affairs, spoke about the lack of faculty diversity at Baruch College. As
co-chair of the Middle States Accreditation Steering Committee,
McCarthy gave his expertise about
the “serious matter” and the approaches that the college is taking
to diversify faculty representation.
“This is part of our 10-year
self renewal process and one
of the areas that we required to
look at is faculty,” said McCarthy.
According to the provost, 23 percent of Baruch’s faculty would be
characterized as “under-represented groups,” and Baruch is just
about average with CUNY in terms
of diversity.
McCarthy also believes that
there are challenges that contribute to the lack of cultural variety
among faculty. These include a
small turnover of faculty due to the
college’s financial situation and
freeze on new hires; the small and
restricted pool of individuals and
need to increase the faculty “pipeline”; and competition from other
institutions recruiting “outstanding” individuals.
The Comprehensive Institutional Self-Study for the Middle States
Association of Colleges and Schools
Commission on Higher Education
reports a detailed representation of
the college and summary of recommendations to support institutional
development.
According to recommendation
No. 10.4 of the middle states study,
“The College should devote more
resources to the recruitment and
retention of faculty from underrepresented groups.”
The study also recommended
that the provost name a senior person in that office, and provide that
person with the authority, responsibility and resources needed to
enhance faculty diversity. McCarthy stated that the administration
will find funding to appoint a chief
diversity officer for the upcoming
year.
“We are absolutely committed
to trying to increase the diversity of
our faculty and we are taking specific steps to ensure that new hires
are more diverse than the faculty in
general,” said McCarthy.
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Protest carried out on campus
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TUESDAY 3/23
In order to raise funds for Relay for
Life, Phi Eta Sigma will hold a co-ed
Dodgeball Tournament from 12:302:30 p.m. In the Auxiliary Gym of
the Vertical Campus. Each person
must pay $3 each and will be able
to play on teams of up to five players.

WEDNESDAY 3/24
The Sustainable Business Club will
present Green TV, which will feature an interview with Beth Collleton, VP of “Green is Universal” of
NBC’s Green Initiative in 14-220 of
the VC from 12:30-2 p.m. Students
can RSVP online at Zicklin’s events
page. Light refreshments will be
served and business attire is required.

THURSDAY 3/25
The Ticker will host a book/bake
sale during club hours to raise
funds for Relay for Life.

FRIDAY 3/26
Applications for club offices are
due on Friday. Visit www.baruch.
cuny.edu/studentlife for more information.

Last Thursday, members of the
Undergraduate Student Government took part in the Baruch Day
of Protest on campus.
This event came after the student government’s decision to cancel their Tuesday evening meetings
due to disapproval coming from
the Baruch’s administration.
“We are holding back the SAF
funds, the student self taxed contribution, until the college makes
their contribution to student
needs,” said USG President Tanvir
Hossain in an e-mail. “However, we
will still be signing off on clubs and
USG expenses that have already
been allocated.”
Representatives from New Baruch Alliance (NBA) headed to the
25 St. location of the campus to rally against “student grievances” and
make demands for student benefits
at the College.
“We gather today because this is
our school and our administration
has failed us,” said Ryan Wiley, USG
vice president of campus affairs.
Some of the issues argued at the
protest were the annual 2 percent
increase in tuition, student space
renovation, need for better quality
in student servies and the greater
availability of class sections to
choose from during registration.
“We are not targeting anyone
specifically,” stated Hossain. “We
want the administration to come
up with a solution together to solve
these issues.”
In response to the organizations’ efforts to concerns raised by
NBA, Ben Corpus, vice president
for student affairs and enrollment
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Members of USG rally under New Baruch Alliance to voice their concerns for the student body.
management, stated in an e-mail,
“I will be working with the president and cabinet to discuss your
concerns and how they may begin
to be addressed.”
Although NBA was enthused to
conduct the protest, student standerbys failed to share the same feeling for their ‘demonstrative’ behavior.

However, Hossain stated that
the group was there to make a
point, and there point was brought
out to the public.
Vice President Armaan Torabi
voiced his opinion at the protest.
“What do you all want from the
administration because it’s time
they hear our voices,” said Torabi.
“We are the students and we are the

reason there is Baruch College.”
Garam Choe, vice president of
legislative affairs and presidential
candidate under NBA also spoke
out for the important issues that
the group wants to be addressed.
NBA also used the protest as a
means of publicizing their political
party, and targeted their rival, Fix
Baruch in the process.

CUNY Law gets new digs Cuffed at Hunter
BY JHANEEL LOCKHART
BY MEGAN LAW

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Next year, the CUNY Law School
will move from its current location on Main Street in Flushing,
Queens, to 2 Court Square in Long
Island City.
According to CUNY Law news
archive, this area will benefit students because it is more accessible
by public transportation.
The new location is within walking distance of seven subway lines
and seven bus lines.
In addition, the school intends
to establish a part-time program
in order to attract a more diverse
range of students.
The New York Daily News reported that the law school would occupy the first six floors of the 14-story
building. This move will provide
CUNY Law with additional space to
accommodate its students.
Crain’s New York Business reported that a letter written by Iris
Weinshall, CUNY’s vice chancellor
for facilities, planning, construction and management, stated “The
University explored spending in excess of $255 million to build a new
building from the ground up, a cost
estimate that was confirmed by
both an independent architect and
prospective developers.”
Weinshall also stated that the
Court Square location was a better
deal for both the law school and the
university.
“In 2001, the school and [the
University] commenced a planning
process for a new facility and retained the prominent architectural
firm of Beyer Blinder Belle,” Michael Arena, university director for
communications and marketing.
“In 2003, the University projected a cost of $225 million for the
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Beyer Blinder proposal, which included all of the anticipated costs.
With inflation, we are estimating that the cost to [The University]
of acquiring the land and of building a new law school to be at least
$255 million,” said Arena.
Crain’s New York Business also
reported that the relocation faces
criticism from administration, faculty and students because of its
hefty $155 million price tag. The
260,000 square foot building on
Court Square will cost about $596
per square foot.
“They keep saying it would cost
more to build a new building, but
they haven’t produced documents
or market data to prove it,” stated
CUNY Law Professor Dinesh Khosla in Crain’s New York Business.
In 2008, CUNY issued a public

request for proposals in an effort
to explore more affordable options,
and, after additional negotiations, 2
Court Square was chosen.
“The site selection is part of an
innovative private/public partnership that will save The University
at least $100 million,” said Arena.
“This is a very conservative savings estimate because the Court
Square facility is a LEED Gold certified structure, which would have
added an increase cost to the original Beyer Blinder proposal.”
According to the U.S. Green
Building Council, LEED is a thirdparty certification program and the
nationally accepted benchmark for
the design, construction and operation of high-performance green
buildings.

Three people were arrested after
the March 4 protest at Hunter College got out of control.
Approximately 200 students
rallied outside the school as part
of a “National Day of Action” held
across the country to protest budget
cuts and tuition hikes. The demonstration turned sour after about 60
protestors rushed the seven-floor
main building in a failed attempt
to occupy it, according to The New
York Times.
Police apprehended a 20-yearold woman and a 21-year-old man
on charges of trespassing, criminal
mischief and possession of graffiti instruments, and a 37-year-old
man was charged with disorderly
conduct, according to The Times’
blog City Room. None of the three
were Hunter College students.
Hunter was one of a number of
New York City venues where rallies
organized by students, faculty, and
staff of colleges and unions were
held. Similar events took place in
other states, including New Jersey and California. The New York
rally included walk-outs at the
New School, Hunter College and
Queens College, and ended with
a march to Gov. David Paterson’s
office and the MTA Building. Protestors were peaceful in most locations, but things became chaotic
at Hunter when protesters, intent
on occupying the school building,
broke glass doors and drew graffiti
on the walls.
The following day, Hunter College President Jennifer M. Raab
sent an e-mail to the school addressing the situation.
“When we became aware that
people from outside the Hunter
community were vandalizing col-

lege offices, threatening the safety
of our faculty, staff, and students
and causing significant property
damage, the college introduced an
ID check,” said Raab in the e-mail.
“We instituted these checks after people were found covering the
walls in graffiti and smashing the
glass doors of the Financial Aid and
Bursar’s Offices. Three people were
arrested, none of them Hunter students, all outsiders.”
In fact, according to accusations, the perpetrators came from
NYU and the New School.
“We have reason to believe
that most of these individuals who
committed violent acts were not
even Hunter students, but rather
instigators from other colleges,”
said Hunter Undergraduate Student Government President David
Wexler. “These actions are not only
unacceptable but they are degrading to the cause and the spirit of
the National Day to Defend Public
Education.”
The Hunter Word, a student
publication at the college, quoted a
student as saying, “A lot of the students who caused all the problems
today were from the New School
and NYU.”
Still, these rumors have not been
confirmed.
The incident comes on the heels
of a string of other protests across
the country as students become increasingly frustrated with the rising
cost of education. But they may be
going too far.
Hunter’s campus administration did their part to allow students
to participate in the rally, according
to Raab. However, as she stated in
her e-mail, “While we will respect
the rights of peaceful protestors, we
will not tolerate vandalism or violence.”
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USG bursts
Wall Street
Club’s bubble
 Treasurer refuses
to give WSC extra
funds after possible
fradulent practices
BY SOPHIA KARATHANASIS
USG CORRESPONDENT

Baruch’s Wall Street Club might
see a significant cut in their budget
next year after recent accusations
of dishonest practices took place
during its investment banking
training.
The issue arose after an unidentified student who attended
the training brought the matter to
the attention of Thabatha Ribeiro,
the treasurer of the Undergraduate
Student Government.
According to Ribeiro, during last
semester’s training the Wall Street
Club sold forged certificates to
trainees for an overpriced charge of
$10 and misled the training group
into thinking that they were distributed from a legitimate financial
firm.
“I’m advising USG to reprimand
the Wall Street Club for its actions,”
said Ribeiro at the last USG meeting. “They should not have deceived students this way.”
The news came as little surprise
to Ribeiro since WSC has faced
scrutiny in the past.
“Last year they also had an issue
with the investment banking training because they secretly allowed
several students to attend the training for free,” stated Ribeiro. “This
matter was not expressed to USG.”
Matthew Chowdhary, president
of WSC, gave his own account of
the incident, and refused to take
blame for the allegations.
“We had about a $650 shortage
from the training since we were
expecting 50 students and only 37
showed up,” stated Chowdhary. “I
asked the members at the training to donate $10 and that the Wall
Street Club would give them a certificate.”
Chowdhary not only denied the
accusations, but he also took the
opportunity to shift negative attention towards what he considered to
be USG’s own unprincipled behavior.
“We collected more money from
last year’s training and USG took
that money from us,” said Chowdhary. “Then I talked to Student Life
and the Accounting Unit and they
told me that USG wasn’t supposed
to do that.”
He also criticized USG’s misplaced initiatives in allocating
funds.
“They were supposed to give us
more money, USG spends so much
on social events and parties,” said
Chowdhary. “I wish that USG spent
its money in a better way.”
“The President said that the $10
would be used for the club but nobody was forced and everyone was
aware that it was a donation,” he
stated.
“They didn’t say where the certificate was from but I automatically assumed it came from the
company,” said sophomore Omotola Atolagbe, a finance major who
attended the training.
Ribeiro was still hesitant to trust
WSC due to its financial history.
“I told the treasurer that this
year USG would scrutinize them
more heavily,” said Ribeiro. “And
this could mean that they will receive only partial money for the
training.”
Chowdhary stated, “It’s probably because our club is doing so
well,” he said. “There is always a
black sheep in the club who tries to
do something.”

Luncheon focuses on student activity increase
BY SOPHIA KARATHANASIS
USG CORRESPONDENT

The Undergraduate Student
Government held its second president’s luncheon on Tuesday, March
9 as part of the pursuit to sway the
upcoming referendum in favor of a
student activity fee increase.
Club leaders gathered in the
USG Conference Room to listen
to USG President Tanvir Hossain
vouch for a hike in funding.
The meeting served as a reiteration of government matters
addressed during USG’s previous
town hall meeting, but geared towards student organizations.
Hossain began with a discussion for a proposed fee increase.
In support of his argument, he displayed statistical bar graphs that
showed the differences in student
activity fee budgets among varying
colleges.
“In comparison to our competing colleges such as Queens, City,
Brooklyn, Hunter we are far behind
the curve in terms of funding,” stated Hossain. “The only college that
is lower than us is Wagner, and that
is definitely not a college we would
compare ourselves to.”
In an attempt to mend the discrepancy in funding, Hossain proposed a change in the yearly student activity fee from an original
$70 to an increased $95.
In addition, he expressed his interest in dispersing power from the
government to the students.
“Right now student clubs and
student government budgets are
about equal,” said Hossain. “With
this new proposal we are going to
double funding for student clubs
while leaving the government’s untouched. The government is better
at giving then spending.”
Petitions with signature lines in
support of the fee referendum were
distributed to the attendees.
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President Tanvir Hossain leads the discussion for an increase in student activity fees.
Despite Hossain’s efforts his
proposal did not escape criticism
from fellow student leaders.
“This just looks like a lot of money is going to the government and
clubs,” said Grassroots President
Ben Guttmann. “It seems as if you
are just trying to buy votes.”
Guttmann’s political remarks
were supported by further skepticism from other club executive
leaders.
“I spoke to my friend about the
increase, and he is a student who
pays his own bills and tuition for
school,” said Boris Kalendarev,

Waldron at WPU

WPUNJ.EDU

Waldron is the new president of WPU.
BY KERRI JAREMA
ARTS & STYLE EDITOR

After a six-month presidential
search, former Baruch College
president Kathleen Waldron was
appointed president of William Paterson University in New Jersey.
Waldron, who ended her fiveyear career at Baruch when she
resigned last August, was chosen
on Thursday, March 11, after the
search was narrowed down to three
finalists from a pool of 58 applicants.
According to Marc Schaeffer,
chief of staff to the president and
Board of Trustees at WPU, the nationwide search was conducted by
a 14-member committee that included faculty, staff, undergraduate
and graduate students, alumni, the
faculty union, the Faculty Senate,
and the William Paterson University Foundation.

Schaeffer stated that the committee reviewed and recommended position profiles of each candidate to the Board of Trustees that
“described the academic qualifications, professional experiences
and accomplishments felt to be
necessary for a president to meet
the needs of the University and its
extended community.”
In addition to Waldron, Emile
Netzhammer, provost and vice president for academic affairs at Keene
State College in New Hampshire,
and Patricia Ramsey, professor of
biology and the former provost and
vice president for academic affairs
at Bowie State College in Maryland,
were closely considered for the position.
According to Bob Taylor, head of
the Presidential Search committee,
Waldron was chosen because “of
her outstanding record of achievement in her career and because
her qualifications and experience
were well-matched to the profile
of needs developed with extensive
campus input to guide our search.”
According to The New York
Times, Waldron received her doctorate degree in Latin American
history from Indiana University
and taught at Maine’s Bowdoin
College early in her career. She then
went into banking, working first for
Chemical Bank. She spent 10 years
with Citibank, serving five years as
president of Citibank International
in Miami, Florida.
Before her presidency at Baruch,
Waldron spent six years as the dean
of the School of Business, Public
Administration and Information
Sciences at Long Island University’s
Brooklyn campus.
Waldron will succeed President
Arnold Speert, who is retiring after
25 years at WPU, and will officially
take office on Aug. 2.

president of the Objectivist Club.
“He told me, ‘Why should I pay for
other students who want to go to
events when I just go to school and
go to work?”
Hossain responded immediately to the disapproving criticism.
“Investing the most to student
organizations is bringing the college to a high competitive advantage,” said Hossain. “The clubs are
doing the footwork here and bringing up the reputation of the college.”
Despite Hossain’s rhetoric,
Guttmann maintained his stance.

“Limiting the increase would
force you to be fiscally responsible
and I think you are hitting the rafters with the budget and surplus,”
he said. “It’s a little greedy.”
Ryan Wiley, vice president of
Campus Affairs of USG, interjected
with a counter-argument. “The fee
hasn’t even been adjusted for inflation.”
“The increase is too much, it
should be incremental. The money
has to come from somewhere, it
doesn’t just come out of thin air,”
said Guttmann.
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Opinion
POLITICAL CARTOON

EDITORIAL

Student Protest Hurt
More Than It Helped
The climate between students and administration at
many schools across the country is far from amicable. As the
struggling economy forces budget cuts and tuition hikes, more
and more students are taking to the streets to protest the good
old-fashioned way.
March 4 was declared a “National Day of Action” and
students and faculty alike got together to rally against the rising
cost of education and cuts to funding. Students in California
protested in large numbers and New York schools had their
own demonstrations.
Even Baruch had its own day of action. New Baruch Alliance,
the party which currently sits in the Undergraduate Student
Government, organized a student protest to express their
concerns over the administration’s lack of action towards
improving student space and providing transparency when it
comes to tuition increases.
In a letter to the administration, USG stated that they would
“suspend its weekly operations and its involvement in the
Baruch College Association Board of Directors meetings. We
will effectively block the use of Student Activity Fees until the
college has made their contribution to student needs.”
But on Thursday, only a few students showed up to support
the initiative. This was in part because of the approach USG
took. Shutting down student services is not only upsetting the
administration, it’s hurting the students.
The absence of some USG members from the Board of
Directors’ meeting only served to lengthen the process for
getting proposed measures passed. The same went for clubs
who suffered because no USG meetings have been held for
the last two weeks.
Their passion and commitment to improving life for Baruch
students is to be congratulated. It was exciting to think that we
would finally be joining the long line of colleges where people
are standing up for their rights. However, we were disappointed
to find that the protest contained as little action as the weeks
that led up to it.
The sad truth is if Baruch students and faculty weren’t going
to walk out with Hunter and Queens in the National Day of
Action, the chances of them participating in last week’s protest
were probably low to begin with.

Professors Ignore Rules
It is suggested that Baruch students follow their class syllabi
in order to remain successful in their classes. However, professors are let off the hook when they create their own system of
attendance and late policies, forgetting to refer to the faculty
handbook Baruch provided for them.
The guidelines that professors must follow are not as clearcut as the ones students are given. According to the Baruch faculty handbook, “If a freshman or sophomore is absent in excess
of twice the number of class sessions per week, the instructor
must give the student a WU grade, which counts as an F.”
However, many professors often create their own policies,
such as allowing only three absences in certain classes. For
classes that meet twice a week, students are allowed to be
absent four times during the semester, and those classes held
once a week are allowed two days.
The policy also states that if a student is absent because of
an emergency, an official note serves as an excuse and keeps
the student’s record clean. Some professors forget this rule
exists and the ‘excused’ absence is never deleted from the
student’s record.
The hypocrisy of it all is that students are almost always
penalized for not following their professor’s guidelines, but
there are rarely ever consequences for when professors stray
from their syllabus.
The handbook also introduces a gray area for upper classmen. While there is a clear rule for freshmen and sophomores,
that seizes to exist for juniors and seniors. According to the
handbook, “the instructor may give a junior or senior a WU
grade if he/she has excessive absences.”
This can only make students wonder what exactly “excessive” means. The unclear language gives the professor the
opportunity to make their own interpretations as to whether
something like seven absences are allowed or a mere two.
Most students do not even know about these guidelines and
are forced to follow the rules made up by their professors or
let their GPA suffer with a WU grade that cannot be removed.
Students need to start reading the handbook, along with
the faculty, who are apparently shying away from their own
curriculum. Too many students are forced to drop classes or
fall to the altered rules of professors. It’s time everyone starts
doing their homework.
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YOUR LETTERS AND COMMENTS
Letter Policy
The Ticker welcomes correspondence from all readers. When a submission is made, please include your
name, graduation year, major and organization title, if applicable. Letter submissions should not exceed
250 words. The Ticker reserves the right to edit submissions for clarity and length. Submissions should
be sent each Wednesday by 5 p.m. Submissions should be sent to opinions@theticker.org.

My good friend and running-mate
Ben Guttmann wrote an op-ed a couple
of weeks ago about what is broken at
Baruch. Since then, we’ve been talking to students about our vision to fix
what’s broken.
We want to pass a Student Bill of
Rights, which will ensure that all student service offices stay open until 8pm
at least one night per week so that students working nine to five won’t have to
take off of work to pay their bills. We’ll
make sure that, whatever age your professor may be, he or she responds to
your email in a timely manner.
We want a green college, so we
will install re-designed recycling bins
throughout the school. We will start a
Eco-Sponsorship system; if your organization holds an event that meets certain sustainability benchmarks, it automatically qualifies for a co-sponsorship
from our budget to help it get the money
it needs.
We want the places on this campus
that you actually spend time in, like the
cafeteria, game room or gym, to be upto-par. We will require the cafeteria to
put calorie information on its menus
so you know what you are eating. We’ll
make sure that the gym gets the equipment it needs, and that you no longer
have to wait 45 minutes for a locker.
Most importantly, we want to restore
your faith in student government. This
means allocating budgets by merit, not
favor. This means making sure that not
even a dime of your money is ever put
to waste. This means actually doing our
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job instead of taking 2 weeks off to plan
for an election.

Fix Baruch platform points

Vladimir Lackovic
Executive VP candidate (Fix Baruch)

Student election voting woes
With both undergraduate and graduate government elections underway,
the Student Elections Review Committee has been at work preparing for the
election process.
Last year, the committee approved
online voting. In years past, the amount
of voters had been about 6.6% of the
student body. After introducing the online voting system, the amount of voters increased to 18.34%. The dramatic
change in numbers proved to the committee that online voting was a great
way to involve more students in their
student government.
Questions were raised about proxy
voting and other ethical issues. However, it is the student’s responsibility to
guard their information and not let others use their accounts.
Online voting is a more efficient option, and it also allows for more voting
hours and voters.
Monday evening, SERC was notified
by Carl Aylman, Chairman of the Committee, that, contrary to the committee’s
vote, elections will again be held using
voting booths. The e-mail stated “I was
informed this evening by Vice President
Ben Corpus that the College will not approve Internet voting this year. As a result, we will have to default to manual
voting machines”.
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As a member of SERC, I felt that my
contributions as an Undergraduate Student Representative had been undermined by a higher authority. I fail to see
the point in being a member of SERC,
and perhaps of any other committee,
when there are administrators with the
authority to overturn our decisions.
Another Undergraduate Student Representative of SERC, Clemente Diaz,
said that he feels “appalled” by this
sudden change and that “it is absurd to
think that your opinion matters around
school when there are administrators who can and will single-handedly
overrule the votes of those involved.
One would think the best tactic would
involve allowing the student body the
best means of voting.”
The cost of contracting voting booths
is higher than holding the elections online, and the times allowed for voting
are cut in half. Then there’s the inconvenience of running to the library, waiting
on line, handing in your ID, and finally
casting your vote.
As a senior at Baruch, I believe that
giving students the opportunity to vote
online allows for a greater representation of the student body at both the
graduate and undergraduate levels. In
light of this change, I have chosen to resign as an undergraduate student representative from the Student Elections
Review Committee. I feel that there is
no purpose in representing my fellow
classmates, as the administration does
not put our interests first.
Melissa Molina
SERC Student Representative
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THE ETHICAL TIGHTROPE
Publishers are brutally fleecing college students

TIMOTHY CARUSO
It’s the first week of a brand
new semester, and the professor is
talking about the “new edition” of
your textbook, which was released
no more than two months before
the start of your course. You look
online and scour the used-textbook
sites but find nothing.
The so-called “new edition”
will cost you anywhere from $100
to 250, depending on the subject.
You buy the textbook, expecting
some new information, but realize
that the used, older edition your
friend has is exactly the same as the
new edition you were instructed to
buy. The only difference is the new,
glossy color pictures and a couple
of re-numbered pages.
One would expect that, with
such an unethical practice,
someone would say something.
Some regulator would notice that
publishers are tricking college
students, whose wallets are already
spread thin, into buying virtually
un-changed books.
Many publishers change the
key codes of their books so that old
editions you think you can get away
with using actually don’t work on
the computer.
This is what prolific blogger Lou
Minatti wrote on this matter: “This
is new to me, but after searching
around I found that key codes are
common. I think this is simply a

way to prevent college kids from
saving their hard-earned dollars by
forcing them to buy new editions
each semester instead of buying
used books … I think there’s
collusion going on between the
book publishers and the admins
and professors … $200 per book x 5
classes x 8 semesters over 4 years =
$8,000 on textbooks. Who in fact is
pocketing all this money?”
This is a shocking fact. It turns
out that many textbooks have an
“international” edition, which is
only sold outside of the U.S. These
are often the same exact book, but
far cheaper. When a company tries
to buy up “international editions”
and sell them inside the U.S., they
can be sued by publishers.
It’s not like our professors do
anything about it, either. Many,
although not all, professors require
their students to buy the latest
versions of their textbooks. These
are usually simply re-numbered
textbooks with virtually unchanged
content.
Unfortunately, there isn’t any
obvious quick fix either. You can’t
sue the publishing company for
“cheating” you out of a few hundred
dollars.
Technically, labeling something
as a new edition does not require
one to change the content; by law,
changing the formatting of a book
and binding it in a different cover
constitutes a new edition.
If you choose to buy the old
edition anyway, more power to
you. We are slaves to the publishing
industry, and this type of slavery
cannot be solved by a war or
petition. It can only be solved by
your graduation, so let that be a
motivational factor for you.

Israel, Palestine and America
The Israeli settlements have
always been a topic of much
discussion and consternation,
and the hopes for an independent
Palestinian state alongside a
recognized Israel have eluded every
U.S. presidential administration so
far.
Hoping to restart peace talks, Vice
President Joe Biden recently visited
Israel, promising continuing support
of U.S.-Israeli relations.
Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu returned the favor by
having his administration announce
the construction of 1,600 homes
in occupied territory in Arab East
Jerusalem. Biden’s trip resulted in
embarrassment and “insult” instead
of the diplomatic reset that the
Obama administration had hoped
for.
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton
grilled Netanyahu for 43 minutes,
condemning the settlement plan
as a “deeply negative approach”
to the peace process, and publicly
announced the private call.
Republicans quickly decried
the White Houses’ tactics. House
Minority Whip Eric Cantor of
Virginia accused the White House
of “bullying” Israel, and Senator Joe
Lieberman (Ind-Conn.) called the
moves “destructive of our shared
national interest.”
While the dust has yet to settle
from the kerfuffle, what emerged is
much greater then the settlements
themselves. The longstanding
precedent of symbiotic U.S. and
Israeli foreign policy is being
challenged; is that which is good
for Israel always good for the United
States as well?
General David Petraeus
spoke frankly about the IsraeliPalestinian conflict, which he said
is “jeopardizing U.S. standing in

URUKNET.NET
the region” and furthering antiAmerican sentiment. It is also
fueling the growing perception in
the Arab world that the United States
won’t stand up to Israel. Petraeus
noted that Israel’s unwillingness to
compromise could cost American
lives.
Israel’s actions and policies
hurt U.S. trust and stability, and
do not further American interests.
Naturally, the American Israel Public
Affairs Committee has also gone into
a frenzy, pressuring congressmen to
side with Israel’s settlement buildup.
The Obama administration has
a right to be upset and frustrated
with Israel’s actions. Both the
Obama administration and the
Netanyahu administration have
publicly declared support for a twostate solution, yet little progress has
been made.
Netanyahu is a major factor in
this. Netanyahu stated that he did
not know the announcement was
going to occur during Biden’s trip.
This requires the suspension of
disbelief. Is he incompetent and
not in control of his government?
He has shown himself to be sloppily

arrogant.
The Obama administration is
searching for allies for tougher
sanctions against Iran, in the interest
of Israel’s safety and regional stability.
In return, Netanyahu insults Biden
and angers Clinton, two Democrats
who have supported Israel for many
years.
His move was recklessly stupid
and arrogant. Netanyahu knew that
any settlement building or planning
would stop peace talks. He only
apologized for his timing, not what
he did. Netanyahu has stubbornly
maintained an Israeli right-wing
agenda, further preventing any
short-term progress or long-term
peace.
Israelis continue to pay for his
incompetence and arrogance,
which they cannot afford. Unless
he specifically addresses the Obama
administration’s requests and offers
concessions, Israel will be left to fend
for itself, with miffed allies. And
they’ll have Netanyahu to thank for
that.
-Daniel Aubry ‘11
Political Science major

With the exception of our editorials, the opinions expressed in these pages are those of their respective writers and do not respresent those of the Ticker.

Defending Lennon’s legacy
A few weeks ago, Yoko Ono authorized an advertiser to use John
Lennon’s image and words for a
Citroen DS3 automobile advertisement, causing a controversy that
led to an attack against her on the
social networking site Twitter.
What makes this dispute different than most involving Ono is that
her son, Sean Ono Lennon, came
to her defense, and had to fend off
furious Tweeters.
While the cheesy ad did use obviously doctored old footage, the
attack against Ono seemed deeper
than this. Fans have always looked
to the late Beatle’s wife as a reason
for why the group fell apart. Her
name already carried a negative
connotation, and this commercial
just added fuel to the fire.
The Twitter battle followed on
Feb. 23 after the release of the advertisement, when a Twitter user
created an account and began ‘@’ing Ono and Lennon comments
about his fury. He begins his rant
with, “Citroen $000’s for the Ono’s!
Enjoy the money...can’t buy you
love!”
Sean initially responded with
a quip accusing the Twitter user
of being a “stalker” and having no
life. But when the response questioned the surviving family members’ love for the late Beatle and
how they used his fame primarily for cash flow, Lennon’s temper
flared, and an exchange between
the two prompted other fans to get
involved.
Sean Lennon made a final defense for the decision to use his father in the advertisement. He wrote
on his Twitter, “Look, TV ad was not
for money. It’s just hard to find new
ways to keep dad in the new world.
Not many things as effective as TV.
Having just seen ad I realize why
people are mad. But intention was
not financial, was simply wanting
to keep him out there in the world.”

Fans couldn’t understand his
reasoning. But was it really so difficult to get? The young Lennon was
defending his surviving parent, and
said that he was fueled by love and
respect, not greed.
With or without this ad, the
mother and son are not exactly going bankrupt, so the accusation of
avarice is just silly.
It is also understandable that the
family is trying to keep Lennon’s
memory alive. While he will always
be remembered as a Beatle, his image and words are not as culturally
prominent as they once were. Yes,
there could have been other ways
to reintroduce us to Lennon, but in
a world that watches TV so much,
it does make sense to reach out to
them in this way.
Those that posted outraged
comments about the advertisement
also seemed to forget the hypocrisy
of it all. The first concerns about the
Beatles’ musical exploitation were
in 1987, when Nike was sued for
using Revolution in an ad. But now
it has become such a regular part
of society that it doesn’t seem outof-place to hear ‘60s music selling
mass-produced products.
This cyber war did not occur
when Blackberry released its commercial featuring the Beatles’ song
“All You Need is Love” months ago.
While the responsibility of this ad
fell out of Ono’s hands, Michael
Jackson, owner of the Beatles’ music, did not come under fire for this.
The same song was also used in
2008 for diaper brand Luv’s commercials.
When Lennon and McCartney
sat down to write this tune, their
intention was not to sell products.
It was simply to state that the one
thing this world lacks is love.
-Lillian Rizzo ‘10
Journalism major
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Business
Baruch alumnus discusses law career
BY AFUA FELLI
STAFF WRITER

Baruch alumnus and partner
at Davis Polk & Wardwell, Po Sit
was profiled at the Executive-onCampus Job$mart Career Hour.
Co-sponsored by the Max Berger
Pre-Law Program as part of the “Careers in Law” week, this event highlighted “Careers in Tax Law” and
Sit was the distinguished speaker/
panelist for the event on Thursday,
March 11.
Sit, who worked in mergers and
acquisitions and represents major
financial institutions, is also a graduate of Columbia Law School.
After a brief introduction of his
accomplishments, Sit reminded
students of the great institution that
Baruch is. “This is a wonderful institution … I want to assure you that
you are in the right place, not only
because it gave me a wonderful education but because it also gave me
a strong foundation on a personal
as well as professional level.”
Sit introduced himself by sharing some of his personal experiences to give students insight on
possible emotional encounters
they experience in law school and
in their careers.
“I stepped into Columbia, I was
scared. Let’s be very honest that I
was very, very scared. I graduated
with top honors from Baruch but I
was scared. Here I was in one of the
top tier law schools in the country,
and most of my colleagues graduated from top tier colleges such as
Harvard, Yale, Stanford, and here I
am from a City University in New
York and I said ‘Geez, how am I going to compete with them? Am I
good enough?’”
Determination was one of the
key traits assisting Sit in his path to
success in law.
“But one thing I didn’t realize
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Po Sit shared his experiences as a Baruch alum and working in the law profession.
then, that was my big advantage
was my determination to succeed
and I think that is what is required
in order to have a successful career
in law … I was determined. I am not
going to fail, I am going to succeed,”
Sit said.
Educating student attendees on
the practice of tax law, Sit clarified
that taxation law does not involve
filing tax returns nor does it involve
tax due diligence, where a team of

tax professionals audit a company’s
returns and tax audit statements in
an acquisition scenario.
Tax law in a mergers and acquisitions scenario assists corporate
colleagues with drafting the merger agreement (purchase and sale
agreement), specifically the tax section of the agreement, confer with
the corporate tax accountant on
their findings on tax due diligence,
understand the risk exposure and

communicate these risks to corporate clients accordingly.
According to Sit, in the capital
markets, tax law involves drafting
the tax section of the prospectus
in a security offering to explain to
investors the tax consequences of
investing in said securities and give
their opinions regarding the issue.
For hedge fund and private equity firms, tax lawyers help in fund
formation where they help structure funds, draft contracts and litigate. Hence, it is the ability to solve
complex problems with respect to
the law that matters and that ability
is a necessary skill in the practice of
tax law.
Sit, a former accounting major,
also added that while an accounting background can be helpful, it is
not required in tax law.
“I think accounting is helpful
but not required … the practice
of tax law is a test of your analytical skills not your numbers skill
… however an accounting background will help in reading financial statements which can be useful
in tax law,” said Sit.
Once in law school, Sit said the
courses students take may not necessarily impact the type of law they
practice.
“Law school teaches you to think
… law firms hire people on their
ability to think … what you should
do in law school is take the classes
that interest you, that will stimulate
you.” However, Sit emphasized the
importance of developing research
and communication skills: “The
ability to think, write and research
is what is important.”
When asked what it takes to
make partner at a prestigious law
firm like Davis Polk, Sit cited a combination of things including the
ability to get things done.
“You have to be user-friendly
to your clients and colleagues …

when they give you an assignment
they know you will take care of it …
do not wait until your boss or client chases you for answers to their
questions,” he said.
A big part of building long-term
relationships with clients in any career is obtained through honesty
and anticipation of their needs.
“Anticipate their problems; think
of things in advance … If you cannot
do it, let them know up front so he/
she is not surprised by the delay,”
said Sit, who further advised students to challenge themselves and
exit their comfort zones. “I chose to
challenge myself every time I had
the opportunity to do so.”
Sit recommended that students
find a company that fits their personality when deciding among prospective employers.
Using his firm as an example he
said, “Think of the culture of where
you want to work. I think that I
needed to work in a place that fits
my personality. I chose Davis Polk
because it is a place that is purely
based on merit, there is no office
politics … [If ] you do well you will
be promoted. I also like the balance
of practicing law and as well as having a business oriented-practice.”
As his final piece of advice to students, Sit reiterated the importance
of learning how to communicate
both orally and in written form.
In hindsight, he wished he took
more writing and research classes
in his undergraduate years, but
made up for it by writing for the Columbia Law Review.
“The ability to communicate effectively is very important, regardless of how smart you are, if you
are unable to deliver effectively, it
won’t matter,” said Sit. The drive
and determination to succeed will
go a long way in helping students
realize their fullest potential, added Sit.

Risk management CEO speaks to students
BY NEHA LALWANI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

After the now receding economic recession, Baruch business
students have emerged with a new
perspective on possible rewarding
careers after graduation. Risk management is rapidly evolving into
one of the prestigious traditional
career fields Baruch students pursue, such as investment banking,
sales and trading and consulting.
On Thursday, March 11, the
Weissman Center for International
Business invited Richard Apostolik,
president and CEO of Global Association of Risk Professionals, to
enlighten Baruch students on the
importance of risk management in
today’s business world.
Prior to joining GARP, Apostolik
worked with Bankers Trust’s Strategic Ventures Group, where he was
an expert on credit risk mitigation.
He has also worked with J.P. Morgan as their global head of energy
brokerage activities, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
as an attorney, and was the Chicago Mercantile Exchange’s general
counsel.
According to Apostolik, risk
management is “by far the hottest
subject on Wall Street” at the moment. The CEO provided audience
members with an overview of the
global financial meltdown that
started in December 2007, according to the Bureau of Economic Research. He highlighted the crucial
role that risk management has now
assumed as a result of the corporate failures witnessed over the past
few years.

Apostolik discussed companies’
recently developed steadfastness
in implementing risk management
functions into their day-to-day
activities.
“One of the interesting responses that came out of [the financial
crisis] is that the risk management
function is being incorporated
more and more into the daily activities of the organization,” said
Apostolik.
The high-profiled executive
said that risk management is now
viewed as an independent function
by many firms, which in turn has
decreased the collisions between
these and revenue-generating employees. Risk managers are now
considered consultants.
“Instead of looking at risk managers as cops, who say ‘don’t do it,’
they are being looked at in a more
consultative way in order to ensure
that the risks being taken are in line
with the company’s risk appetite,”
said Apostolik.
Apostolik believes risk management is a field of interest on the rise
among employers and employees,
given the advent of the rapidly increasing demand for risk managers. He talked about some of the
functions of risk managers in a corporate setting.
“As a risk manager, you need to
be a communicator … you need
to take concepts that are relatively sophisticated or complex and
you have to make them very understandable [to your seniors and
board members]. Not everybody
has to be a quant to be a risk manager,” Apostolik said.
Apostolik believes that every
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Richard Apostolik, president and CEO of Global Association of Risk Professionals spoke to students on an emerging finance career.
individual in a firm contributes to
managing risk in some way.
Before closing the event, Apostolik described his firm. He said
GARP is an educational institution that provides various certification programs for financial risk
professionals.
The organization has a range
of programs, from base-level to
senior-level, and administers the

popular Financial Risk Manager
certification that is recognized
worldwide. It is comparable to the
CFA program, however unlike the
CFA, which is primarily meant for
asset managers and analysts, this
program is a sell-side program.
“It is something that complements the CFA extremely well. In
this tough job market, GARP is
proud of posting an average of 140

new risk management-related jobs
on its job site every month,” Apostolik said.
A number of opportunities for
Baruch students to become exposed to risk management exist at
Baruch. One such exposure is the
Financial Leadership Program Risk
Management Competition taking place every year in partnership
with J.P. Morgan Investment Bank.
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Baruch club spearheads case competition
BY LUIS SUED
BUSINESS EDITOR

The talented students leading
Baruch’s top business clubs are focusing their efforts on leaving a legacy behind prior to graduation and
after securing jobs from top employers. The latest initiative taking
place this month is the “Big 4” Case
Study Competition being held by
Association of Latino Professionals
in Finance and Accounting.
All students majoring in business were invited to participate in
an event with all “Big 4” accounting
firms’ support. This type of competition had never taken place with
such a large number of large firms
sponsoring it. Juan Adorno, ALPFA
Baruch’s president, talked to The
Ticker on his motivation to bring
such an overarching event to fruition after months of planning.
“I noticed that the amount of
interest in accounting at Baruch
seemed to be diminishing and I felt I
needed to fix that. I also thought we
at ALPFA were not as active as we’d
like to be with the ‘Big 4’ firms,” said
Adorno adding that when he meets
students and ask them to join ALPFA, they usually ask him, “What will
ALPFA do for me?”
One of Adorno’s goals was to
strengthen the organization’s relationship with the “Big 4.”
Adorno places a premium on
both personal and professional development and the ability of students to present to large audiences,
while collaborating in teams.
“Professional
development
means to sit across any recruiter
and be able to showcase a full spectrum of skills required to succeed
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ALPFA Baruch President Juan Adorno spoke at the kickoff for the “Big 4” Case Study Competition being held at Baruch this week.
professionally, and that’s what we
at ALPFA aim to do. That’s our goal
and that’s our mission,” said Adorno, and further added that developing research skills is at the core
of financial statement analysis.
The competition seeks to

Women in business
share career advice
BY YAPHET MURPHY
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

On Monday, March 8, in the Vertical Campus Multipurpose Room,
the Zicklin Women In Business
club convened a panel of six corporate women to share their stories of
success in the workplace in honor
of International Women’s Day.
International Women’s Day
began a century ago to secure for
women the right to vote. Today, it
celebrates the social, economic and
political achievements of women. It
is recognized by the United Nations
and is an official holiday in several Eastern European and Asian
countries.
President Samantha Matin said
that when she became took over
last semester, they focused on
growing the group, and “wanted
to do something really big” for this
semester.
Matin found panelists for this
event by “working the floor” of other career events that took place in
New York City. She said she would
introduce herself to people, tell
them about Baruch College and
how good Baruch is, then invite
the person to speak here in honor
of International Women’s Day. The
six women who accepted her invitation were Christina Dragonetti of
Health Management Systems; Michele Hendricks of KPMG; Krujssen van den Heuval of J.P. Morgan;
Janice O’Rourke of The TAI Group,
an executive coach group; and Nikkia Reveillac and Elyse Kane, both
of Colgate-Palmolive.
Approximately 80 students,
mostly women, attended the event.
Images of famous successful women including Michelle Obama, Hillary Clinton, Ruth Bader Ginsberg
and Oprah Winfrey, flashed across
two screens flanking the stage. A
half hour was set aside before the
panel discussion for students and
guest speakers to get to know each
other. The panel began at 12:30

p.m., with an introduction by Matin, who served as moderator.
Speakers were quizzed on topics
ranging from dressing in the workplace or asking for proper compensation to balancing family life with
work.
All panelists agreed on the importance of finding and keeping
a mentor, preferably early in one’s
career, even as you advance up the
corporate ladder.
“Mentoring doesn’t have to stop
once you get a job — it can get lonely in management,” said O’Rourke.
Krujssen van den Heuval, who
spent two years at Baruch, said her
mentor sized her up and told her
“you’re not right for a small bank;
you should work for a big bank.”
She is now the vice president of J.P.
Morgan’s Global Funds Group.
For their biggest challenges,
Hendricks recounted confronting
her bosses at the Federal Reserve
Bank after she found out that a
male counterpart who performed
the same work as her earned thousands more in salary. She counseled students to track their worth
and to not be afraid to ask for what
they want in the workplace.
Hendricks said, “You are your
best PR person. Are you going to ask
for what you want?” She told an anecdote about a co-worker who was
made partner quickly. When she
asked him how he did it, he said he
went to his bosses three years prior
and asked what he would need to
do to make partner. “Nobody is going to do it for you,” Hendricks said.
“But you can always ask for help.”
On the topic of looks, Dragonetti said, “It’s not looks that matter.
It’s how you package yourself that
matters.”
Holger Briones, a Baruch graduate student and one of only four
men at the event, said, “They had a
lot of good insight, and, you know,
the things they said, like having a
mentor, applies to men too.”

develop students’ teamwork, analytical and presentation skills. The
teams have been assigned professional mentors and judges from all
firms will evaluate the participating
teams individually. The winning
teams will be announced shortly

after the judges reach a consensus.
The
competition’s
kickoff
event took place on March 8, and
the teams will present this week
through March 25.
During the kickoff event the
10 teams comprising four to five

members each met and mingled,
while enjoying refreshments provided by the sponsoring firms.
Adorno encouraged students to
applaud themselves for being part
of the first event that is expected to
continue for years to come.
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Business student spotlight
BY BRENDAN CORRIGAN
ASSISTANT BUSINESS EDITOR

Students eager for an internship experience sometimes get
overwhelmed by the whole process. Applications and interviews
can be intimidating, but with proper guidance, and proof of positive
results, students can have faith in
the system.
Pratik Desai, a senior majoring
in finance, was driven to Baruch
for many reasons. “Diversity of the
student body, as well as the reputation for being a great business
school, and also the opportunity
to be a part of the Macaulay Honors Program,” said Desai.
Desai, who will be working full
time at Credit Suisse after graduation, has work and internship
experience on his resume, along
with a high G.P.A., extracurricular
activities and leadership.
The Ticker: What do you think
is important in order for students
to attain success?
I think Baruch students need to
be able to differentiate themselves
from each other and from other
people around the world who are
looking for jobs in the same industry. In order to be successful they
need to show that they have something that other people don’t. A
couple ways to do that is extracurricular activities, research on the
side, gain the interest in a certain
part of the field that’s outside the
regular school curriculum, and
that way you can bring it up in
an interview in the future. That’s
a way to set yourself apart. It’s really important to make yourself
different.
What school resources did
you utilize and how did they help

you?
I definitely used the Career
Development Center multiple
times. They have the amazing
Starr search, which always has
opportunities for jobs and internships. That’s where I found my first
internship. I ended up getting a
marketing internship and from
there I built the rest of my career
at Baruch by getting other internships subsequently. Most recently,
I received my internship at Credit
Suisse by applying through the
CDC.
I was also part of the Wall Street
Careers Program, which is now
called the Financial Leadership
Program, which is also provided
by the CDC. It’s a great program
for finance majors. They help to

“In order to be
successful they need
to show that they
have something that
other people don’t.
A couple ways to do
that is extracurricular
activities, research
on the side, gain the
interest in a certain
part of the field that’s
outside the regular
school curriculum ... “
set you up for the finance world,
they also provide you with unique
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Baruch student Pratik Desai shared
some tips on attaining success.
opportunities to get interviews
and meet people in the industry.
They do really make a difference.
Do you recommend students
work and study at the same time
and why?
Yes, definitely. I think especially at Baruch it’s essential to be
working and studying at the same
time. I’ve met so many professionals who have almost come to expect that from Baruch students,
for them to have some sort of job
background, because it is very
competitive out there and a lot of
people already have work experience along with school experience. The school offers you ample
time to find some way to squeeze
in an interview or job with school.
I think it comes in handy and you
also need to have something on
your resume to stand a chance
when you’re applying for internships and jobs.
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Baruch students hit the brakes for spring

BY LISA FRASER
FEATURES EDITOR

As midterms subside and that one week
of unwinding and letting loose approaches,
plans for trips to spring break hot spots are
being surprisingly abandoned by Baruch students this semester. Whether students want
to save cash or stay local, travel seems to be
out of style this spring break.
“I will be looking for a job,” said Sanghee
Lee, a freshman. “I think everyone wants to
go somewhere, but work is keeping them
back.”
Places like Mexico and Panama City might
see a decline in avid spring break college students due to rising tensions.
In Mexico, the drug war is taking its toll on
vacationers. Due to drug violence in various
parts of the country that have bled from the

underground into the main streets, a foreboding cloud hangs over eager travelers hoping to celebrate spring break in the popular
destination.
According to MSNBC.com, last weekend
alone, almost 50 people were killed all across
the nation in what appears to be drug and
gang violence. Thirteen people were killed in
Acapulco, a city not too far away from Mexico
City. Numbers tell of just over 2,000 people
killed since the beginning of the year.
The government admits it can do little to
stop the violence. According to MSNBC.com,
officials are worried about how the surge in
violence is cutting into tourist levels, which
are already low. Half as many Americans are
estimated to have visited the city in 2009,
compared to the previous year.
The U.S. State Department has on its website a “Know Before You Go” guideline with

high levels of caution,
tailored
specifically
to those who aim to
celebrate spring break
in Mexico.
A 2009 press release
by Intertia Tours, a company that specializes
in offering college students spring break trips
and special travel packages, reported that
Panama City has “grown weary of its reputation as a spring break hot spot.” Furthermore,
the city’s Tourism Development Council has
ruled out working with MTV, which had been
filming there in 2009. Amid spring break
madness, a performance by rapper Lil Wayne
last year, hosted by MTV, resulted in two people being stabbed.
According to the release, the council has
also denied permits for an annual Beach
Scene Music Festival, which was to feature

Flexibility is key for journalism grads

LIVEAPARTMENTFIRE.FILES.WORDPRESS.COM

As the journalism field keeps transforming, some opt to attend graduate school while others choose the job route.
BY YAPHET MURPHY
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

The reality that current journalism students face as they head off
into the work world is one plagued
with dilemmas as they choose between graduate school or the marketplace.
According to insidehighered.
com, journalism schools have seen
a rise in applications within the
last year. Places like The New York
Times and the HuffingtonPost.com
are recruiting student journalists
to report. But some critics believe
that journalism schools sell half a
dream with their high expectations
in such rough times. Regardless of
the choice, one thing remains clear:
remaining flexible is the key.

Multimedia Mindset
Professor Vera Haller of the journalism department sympathizes

with the struggle that students face
approaching graduation.
“The advice that I give the students here at Baruch is that they
have to be smart; they have to get
the skills that are going to get them
the jobs,” said Haller, who believes
that there are jobs in online production and multimedia. “Anything
that journalism students can learn
about online journalism and about
doing video and audio and being
able to write, shoot video, produce
audio podcasts. That’s going to
make them more attractive and going to make them able to apply for
jobs that are out there. The idea that
you are going to be an all-around
digital journalist is the best route
to go. Get the skills that you know
people out there already need.”
Sherry Mazzocchi, a former
student at Baruch, shares Haller’s
view of where the jobs are headed
in the rapidly evolving news media
landscape.

“When I went to Baruch, the program was completely print-based.
That’s history now,” she said.
Mazzocchi offers her take on
what sells in today’s news media
marketplace.
“Having web skills is really good.
Employers want you to be thinking
about SEO, know some HTML, and
how to deal with multimedia, like
photos and video, too. Right now,
it’s good to develop journalism
skills across all platforms — knowing how to shoot and edit video,
take photos, write your story and
then tweet it to promote your story.”

J-school to the rescue? Maybe
Mazzocchi thinks graduate
school may be part of the answer
for some students. A year after
graduating from Baruch with a
degree in journalism and creative
writing, she enrolled in the CUNY

Graduate School of Journalism.
“I definitely think this school
has made me more competitive.
I have a lot more skills now than
when I first applied to school. By
the time I graduate, I’ll have honed
them further.”
In determining whether a student should head off immediately to graduate school, Professor Joshua Mills of the journalism
department says, “The question of
whether journalists need to go to
graduate school has been around
for decades and I think the answer
is [that] it depends.”
He noted that being in a strong
undergraduate journalism program
like Baruch’s outweighs the need to
go to graduate school in journalism. “I think it makes sense to try to
get a job, work for a while and then
when you figure out a specialization, go and get a master’s degree
in that,” he said. “And then I think
the combination of the training you
have for journalism and the special
skills for a different area are very
useful.”

Turning to the job market
Gerard Cruzado, a junior at Baruch majoring in journalism, plans
to forgo graduate school in favor of
the marketplace first.
“I probably won’t do graduate
school. After I get my bachelor’s, I
plan to do a little time in the military and serve my country,” said
Cruzado. He thinks his journalism
training could be put to use in the
military as a military journalist. As
a career choice, he says, “It’s definitely more stable than in the private sector.”
Looking into the future, Cruzado
said, “You have to be flexible. You
have to be able to adapt. You can’t
be so set in stone or else you don’t
really get too far in the world.”

The Proustian Probe
BY REBECCA FORBES
COPY EDITOR
In the late
19th century,
French writer
Marcel Proust
popularized
the
pastime
of answering
several ques- ELIZABETH WOLLMAN
tions that were
Music Professor
meant to reveal
the personality of the interviewee. This column
was first published in The Ticker
in 2008. It has now returned, with
unique questions inspired by the
original questionnaire. This issue’s
interviewee is Professor Elizabeth
Wollman of the department of fine
and performing arts.
BARUCH.CUNY.EDU

Many Baruch students are staying home or traveling around the country when spring break rolls around instead of venturing abroad.

HAWAIIRAMA.COM

SEARCHPICTURES.NET

artists like Lady Gaga, Black Eyed Peas and
Green Day.
“I just don’t think there’s anyway in the
world we could control that many people,”
said Panama City’s mayor, Gayle Oberst, in
the press release.
However, while the outlook appears dim
for general travelers, college students in particular are still seeking out the hot spot.
Collegenews.com reports that an estimated 30,000 students are said to land in Cancun
for spring break, the same number as in 2008.
The website also reports that Acapulco is still
seeing an influx of tourists who apparently
are not discouraged by the city’s high crime
rate.
Some Baruch students
are staying within the borders.
Kitty Tsang, a sophomore and accounting major,
is going to Chicago to visit
friends. “Some of my other
friends are going on vacation
but none of them are going
abroad,” she said. “A lot of
people I know are also coming back from out of state.”
Karima Hirji, a junior
majoring in marketing, is
remaining in New York. “I probably won’t be
working or studying,” she said.
For other students like Javier Gonzalez, a
junior and communications major, staying in
New York during spring break is a chance to
go on tour.
“I will be spending it in New York City
sight-seeing with my friends and making
good use of our unlimited MetroCards,” he
said. “I want to save money to take summer
sessions so that I could graduate faster and
sooner and start working.”

What is your most obvious
characteristic? I’ve been told
that my voice carries like a
bulldozer.
Which do you prefer:
revenge or forgiveness?
Forgiveness.
What is your favorite sound?
Aside from all things musical,
I love my kids’ voices.
What were you like in
college?
Younger, dumber and less
gray than I am now.
What would you name as the
soundtrack to your life?
I wouldn’t object to much, as
long as there aren’t too many
commercials involved.
To see more of this interview
check out Thursday’s online issue.
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Through self-reliance, organization helps kids grow
BY SABRINA KHAN
STAFF WRITER

India is reported by UNICEF to
have one of the largest populations
of street children. According to the
organization, 18 million children in
India are forced to perform menial
tasks just to earn a living, and many
live on the streets.
Butterflies, a voluntary organization based in Delhi, India, attempts
to solve the problems of street children through an extensive program
that actively brings them together
and encourages them to make decisions for themselves.
Many of these children are either
orphans or lack familial support.
Threatened with limited education,
sexual exploitation, inadequate nutrition and abuse, many of them often find no way out and are forced
to resort to rag picking, prostitution and street vending, working
up to10 hours a day and earning 45
cents per day.
Butterflies offers a radical solution. Its “democratic” decisionmaking process enables the organization to make a more meaningful
difference.
Founded in 1989, Butterflies
fully embraces a philosophy that
“children’s participation in decision
making is central to understanding
their situation and addressing their
needs and to respecting children
as valued citizens of society.” It is
this motto that not only gives children access to their programs but
also involves them in the strategic
aspects that govern their progress. The aim is for the children to
become self-reliant.
“Butterflies is not an orphanage.
It responds to the children’s needs
right where they have the need. All
your thoughts of helping children
are challenged when you are in a
poor country that doesn’t have the
social and governmental networks

NGOCOMUNICEF.ORG

Butterflies holds classes on the streets, at railway stations or bus terminals much like this UNICEF organization is doing.
we expect and take for granted,”
said Professor Myrna Chase, the
former provost and dean of the
Weissman School of Arts and Sciences and a board member of the
organization, in an e-mail.
The organization is, in fact, connected to Baruch by way of friendship. Rita Paniker, the director of
Butterflies and Crescentia Coutinho, the director of conference services at the Newman Conference
Center, grew up alongside each
other in India. It was through this
friendship that a window of opportunity opened for Chase.
Coutinho relayed the news of
her friend’s work to David Gallagher, former vice president of College
Advancement, who then contacted
Chase due to her previous work
with a Fulbright fellowship in India.
The three of them then founded

Butterflies USA in 2006.
Chase describes one of the programs as a “parliament,” or a free
marketplace of ideas where the
children discuss social issues they
face. This monthly council is called
Bal Sabha, or Children’s Council
Meetings, and is facilitated by the
adult child rights facilitator.
It is out of the Bal Sabha that
the Bal Vikas Bank, or Children’s
Developing Bank, emerged, facilitating savings and loans for those
ages 10 to 18, ensuring financial
security.
There is also Children’s Alternate
Media, which includes the Butterflies Broadcasting Children TV station and the publication Children’s
National Times, both of which aim
to communicate important issues
to the adult world through writing
and broadcasting done by the chil-

dren.
According to the their website,
the organization is in contact with
over 1,500 working children on a
regular basis. Butterflies takes a
“non-institutional approach” to
reach the children and, according
to the website, “works in places
where the street and working children live or work.” These places
include bus terminals, railway stations, markets and parks.
Alternate education methods
accredited by the National Institute
of Open Schooling, an organization
that provides vocational and community courses along with academic courses, make it possible for
children to learn up to Standard 12
(equivalent to 12th grade) outside
a formal school format. Donations
from companies like Dell allow the
children to have access to comput-

ers for vocational and technical
training.
“The law may say they can’t work
and must go to school but there are
no schools and there is no money
and there is no place for them to
sleep and eat,” said Chase.
Other members of the Baruch
faculty have also become involved.
Among them are Christopher
Cloud, former vice president of
College Advancement, and Kristin
McDonough, current member of
Baruch’s Executives on Campus
Committee. One Baruch student
who studied under Chase, Harbani
Rana, also joined the Butterflies
USA effort, along with other CUNY
Honors College graduates.
Interested undergraduate Baruch students will soon have the
opportunity to travel to Delhi and
intern with Butterflies, gaining
hands-on experience and providing a window to publish accounts
of their experience on the organization’s U.S. website.
According to a pamphlet, many
of the children involved with Butterflies eventually get off the streets
and enroll in formal schools. Several become tour guides or entrepreneurs, assisted by the Bal Vikas Bank, “especially in the food
and hotel industry or hospitality
management,” added Chase.
The organization has achieved
success in this way, realizing Paniker’s goal to help the street and
working children who she feels are
just like butterflies.
“A butterfly is one of nature’s
most beautiful creatures. So is a
child,” said Paniker, as quoted on
the organization’s website. “The
butterfly flits from flower to flower
for its sustenance. Our children
move constantly for their livelihood. Butterflies have very short
lives. Street children have very brief
childhoods.” Her goal is to change
that.

EMSEAL.COM

Baruch professor gets high ratings

Finance Professor Ozgur Dermirtas made the list of top professors in the nation.

BY LISA FRASER
FEATURES EDITOR

The rankings of Top Professors and
Schools conducted by RateMyProfessors.
com are out for 2010, and CUNY is a high
achiever across the board.
What especially stands out for Baruch
College is the high rating of Associate Professor Ozgur Demirtas. The finance professor made it to the No. 18 spot on the list of
Top 25 Rated Professors at the Universities.
Demirtas, along with Professor Brandon
Judell of the English department at City College who came in at No. 20, were the only
two CUNY professors to land top spots in
this category.
The rankings were released on March 3,
but since Demirtas is currently out of the
country, he didn’t hear the news until last
week through a colleague of his.
“I am very happy to hear this,” he said
in an email message. “It is good to be recognized. Students are what made all of this
possible.”
Comments on RateMyProfessors.com
about Demirtas range from: “The best professor at Baruch. You will never be bored
for any of his lectures,” to “One of the best
professors I have had. He really wants his
students to learn. Very dedicated.
On his website, the compliments continue to soar from: “The
best professor in the
university” to “Unbelievable teaching ability; unbelievable intelligence; unbelievable
energy;
unbelievable
charisma … I cannot say
he is the best because he
is beyond the best.”
Though a few students went against the
grain on rating Demirtas, the overall feedback
was highly positive.
OZGUR-DEMIRTAS.COM
Demirtas’ teaching

philosophy is all about energy.
“I do believe that, in each of my lectures,
there is an energy flow between me and my
students. My energy emerges in the form
of enthusiasm to make even the most difficult concept easy to understand,” he writes
on his website. “My students’ energy takes
the form of lively interest towards the subject matter … in the classroom my goal is
to teach analytical thinking skills and intuition; not just the scholastic material.”Use
of different mediums to convey the class
material also allows him to reach the different learning styles that he recognizes in his
students.
Demirtas has also done a lot of research
mainly dealing with empirical asset pricing,
investments and risk management. He is
currently in the process of conducting three
research projects. One is entitled “Venture
Capitalist Distributions,” and another is
“Relation between Risk and Expected Return and Cash Flow News.”
The rankings on RateMyProfessors.com
also revealed high scores in other categories
for CUNY professors.
Sam Blank, a communication professor
at Borough of Manhattan Community College, made it to the No. 1 spot in the Top 25
Rated Professors at Junior Colleges.
Topping the Top 25 Hottest Professors
is Juann Watson, a psychology professor at
Kingsborough Community College, who, according to the press release, was previously
unranked. John Jay College of Criminal Justice snagged the No. 2 spot in the ranking of
the Top 25 Universities with Highest Rated
Professors.
“This is the second year that CUNY has
made the top ranking,” said Sharon Liveten,
an mtvU spokesperson.
“These lists directly reflect the voices of
the students who are on campus, in these
classrooms and listening to and learning
from these professors.” said Carlo DiMarco,
vice president of university relations for
mtvU, in the press release. MtvU owns and
operates RateMyProfes.sors.com
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Arts & Style
Alice in Wonderland is less than wonderful
BY SARINA SINGH
STAFF WRITER

Lines stretched around move
theaters as large numbers of people waited to get into Tim Burton’s
newest creation, Alice in Wonderland, which was released on Friday, March 5.
With Burton directing, this interpretation was predicted to be
darker and more whimsical than
any previous film about Alice. Some
even said it might rank among the
greatest fantasy films of the year.
Unfortunately, viewers with such
high expectations will surely be
disappointed when the credits roll
at the end of the film, if not long before that.
About 90 percent of filming for
this $200 million movie, which ran
just short of two hours, was done
entirely in front of a green screen.
This is both good and bad for viewers. Because of the striking effects
in the 3-D version, many of the
scenes are intensified as characters
pop out of the screen, and the effects help make the audience feel
like they are part of the story. However, without 3-D effects, many
scenes feel unnecessarily long and
will lead to boredom.
Even though the overall plot
tells a great story, the movie still
manages to be very dull at times. A
grownup Alice Kingsleigh (played
by 21-year-old Australian actress
Mia Wasikowska) spends most of
her time missing her deceased father Charles, and finds herself feeling trapped after receiving a very
public marriage proposal from

WORDPRESS.COM

Mia Wasikowska, Johnny Depp, Anne Hathaway and Helena Bonham Carter star in Burton’s Alice in Wonderland.
Hamish, the son of one of her father’s previous business partners.
She ends up following a waistcoat-wearing white rabbit to an old
tree, where she falls down the hole
to Wonderland (called “Underland”
in Burton’s version). The majority of the film follows Alice through
Underland, interacting with both
beloved and new characters.
Things have changed drastically
since Alice was last in Underland.

The Red Queen (Helena Bonham
Carter) has overthrown her sister
Mirana, the White Queen (Anne
Hathaway). With the help of many
friends, especially that of the Mad
Hatter (Johnny Depp), Alice experiences an adventure that she assumes is just a dream.
Changing from tiny to large, and
then back to normal, Alice chooses to be the champion the White
Queen needs to battle the Jabber-

Broken Bells is the newest indie darling

wocky with the Vorpal Sword. By
the end of the film, all is as it should
be and Alice finally decides whether she should remain in Underland
or return home to marry Hamish.
The acting is well done. It was
almost inevitable that Depp would
embody the role of the Mad Hatter
perfectly, having fun with the crazy
antics while demonstrating brilliant control by switching his emotions in a split second. There is no

The White Stripes, stripped down

BY LILLIAN RIZZO

BY KERRI JAREMA

MANAGING EDITOR

ARTS & STYLE EDITOR

The Shins’ lead singer James
Mercer and the infamous DJ Danger Mouse have collaborated to
form the side project Broken Bells,
releasing their self-titled debut on
March 9.
The pair has created an album
of acoustic beats from Mercer, remixed with the sounds of Danger
Mouse, who goes by his real name,
Brian Burton, for the album.
The album opens with the obvious hit, “The High Road,” introducing the listener to the different
sound that follows through on the
whole album. With Mercer’s poetic words and soft strums of the
guitar, Burton creates a relaxed atmosphere with psychedelic sounds
and laid back beats.
Mercer follows suit on the next
song, “Vaporize,” beginning it in a
classic Shins style with vocals over
the guitar. But after a few verses,
Burton’s influence is heard as he
remixes the direction of the song.
Each track has a mellowed chorus
with voices joining Mercer’s as if a
choir of faraway voices.
The third track, “Your Head Is
on Fire,” is infused with mystical
sounds, starting with whispers of
lyrics repeating themselves. After
this phase, the listener is thrown
back into typical Mercer style, calm
and relaxed.
“The Ghost Inside” begins with
a more hip-hop beat, but with traces of rock, reminiscent of a Police
song. Mercer switches up his voice
to a more high-pitched sound, making the listeners’ ears adjust. This
song is more Burton than Mercer
and yet works because The Shins’
lead man’s words guide the song.
After this song, many of the
songs follow in the exact same vein
as those previous. This indie collaboration has obviously created a

The White Stripes’ highly anticipated concert DVD, Under Great
White Northern Lights, follows the
duo on their tour through the Canadian countryside.
The culmination of the past 10
years of being a band, the film attempts to break down the great
myths of the band by focusing directly on their music, which Jack
White says is really the only thing
about them that was not premeditated.
The film offers an intimate look
at Jack and Meg White’s lives both
on and off stage, but what is particularly special about the album
is that it could very well have been
released sans film, and still been
entirely relevant.
The album that accompanies the
film is just as striking as any visual
of the band, perhaps even more so.
The 17-track album contains both
mainstream hits like “Fell in Love
with a Girl” and “Seven Nation
Army,” along with more obscure
tracks like “I’m Slowly Turning Into
You” and “Ball and Biscuit.”
Jack White, famous for his guttural screeches and imperfect vocal
style, takes even more liberties with
his live singing than on the albums,
making this album worth listening
to simply for how distinct the live
tracks are from the originals. He
is completely not self-conscious,
which is really the main appeal of
The White Stripes.
While Meg White is often called
the worst drummer in the history of
rock ‘n’ roll, she has embraced her
individual style of minimalist playing, allowing herself to perform
behind Jack White’s behemoth personality and undeniably spectacular music skills.
The band never apologizes for
their shortcomings, nor do they

BLOGIVERSITY.COM

sound that they have chosen to stick
to — and luckily for them, it works.
Their music creates a laid-back
sound and the slow breakdowns
of “Sailing to Nowhere” emphasize
this. Mercer changes up his voice
again in “Trap Doors,” giving the
track an amphitheater-like sound,
and affording the album more of a
variety.
The common theme throughout
the lyrics of most of these songs is
questioning life and morals. “Citizen” is a track very similar to the
style of Pink Floyd; Mercer’s voice is
spooky, similar to David Gilmour’s
of Pink Floyd. This pessimistic song
emphasizes the hurt of love, and
“how the innocent are bound to be
damned.”
“October” follows up this song
in a very similar, slow manner — almost like a continuation of the previous song. The one downfall of the
duo is the similarity of all the songs.
While Mercer’s lyrics are poetic and
the sole differentiator of each song,
the relaxed vibe makes it all seem

repetitive.
“Mongrel Heart” is the one song
that truly stands out from the rest
on the album. The tune has an ‘80s
rock-influenced beat and Mercer’s
vocals transform the track into
more of a ‘80s rock star jam, similar to The Clash. The track places
much less emphasis on the guitar
and more on Burton’s signature
sound. The most outstanding instrument is the drums. The chorus
is much faster than the others and
the middle of the song goes into a
slowed-down, ghostly period, creating an eerie feeling.
The two close out the album
with “The Mall & Misery,” much different than the previous song and
another separation from the rest of
the album.
Mercer and Burton start big and
finish strong with this album, with a
few weaknesses in the middle. The
sound is definitely different than
anything out right now and the indie album is a sure hit, especially
with the hipster crowd.

doubt that Depp is the actor drawing viewers into this film.
Wasikowska, known for her role
in the HBO series In Treatment,
was apparently chosen by Burton
because he wanted someone with
an internal life, yet not very ostentatious from the outside. While she
did not do a terrible job, she shows
very little emotion in her face and
voice — very unlike the feisty Alice
from the beloved book and Disney
cartoon interpretations.
Bonham Carter is captivating as
the Red Queen, sporting an unusually large head and a harsh mentality. She draws audiences into her
hate-filled world, and although she
is the evil for Alice to defeat, the audience loves her nonetheless, and
even finds themselves rooting for
her at times.
Hathaway gives a good performance as the White Queen, but her
character’s penchant for showing
her kindness by floating around
and making regal hand gestures
becomes annoying.
Alice in Wonderland was a disappointment mostly because of the
high expectations audiences had
for the movie. Getting filmmakers
like Burton and actors like Depp,
Bonham Carter and Hathaway onto
a screen together was expected to
produce explosive results, but this
film is relatively stale.
A more fast-paced attempt
might have helped its cause, but it
will continue to draw curious viewers — and there are probably a few
worse ways to spend a couple of
hours than in this dreary Underland.

overestimate their capabilities —
they just play, with clearly incredible results.
The band’s re-interpretation of
their first hit single “Fell in Love
With a Girl” is inspired, a slower
groove that makes the lyrics more
distinct but also manages to put the
music center stage — the guitar is
stronger than on the original album
track.
“I Just Don’t Know What to Do
With Myself” and “Seven Nation
Army” feature great sing-along moments, as Jack White engages the
crowd, allowing them to become
part of the performance.
While White’s demeanor is often said to be cold, when he is performing, it is exactly the opposite.
The mystery of The White Stripes is
that there really is no mystery — the
band is just not fully comfortable or
fully themselves until they are playing music.
There is also a slight Gaelic
inspiration flowing throughout
the live album, first on the opening track “Let’s Shake Hands” and
then on the show-stopping “Prickly
Thorn, But Sweetly Worn.” While
at first slightly jarring, the style is
in keeping with the raw, bluegrass
style the band has adopted in their
latest albums.
The epic cover of Dolly Parton’s
“Jolene” is one of the brightest highlights of the entire performance,
where Jack White is completely lost
in the song, his haphazard vocals
managing to pull even more emotion from the dramatic love song
than Parton herself.
If Under Great Northern Lights
was meant to make Jack and Meg
White more accessible to their audience, it succeeded in more than
just that.
This album strips the band
down to their bare essence, adding another level of intrigue to The
White Stripes.
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Viewers won’t forget Remember Me

HOLLYWOOD.COM

Robert Pattinson, Emilie de Ravin and Pierce Brosnan, the film’s main stars, in a scene from Remember Me.
BY IVETTE OBANDO-ALVAREZ
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Robert Pattinson’s latest nonTwilight film, Remember Me was
released on March 12. The film
stars Emilie de Ravin and Pierce
Brosnan, and is a romantic drama
about tragedy, pain and, of course,
love.
Pattinson plays Tyler, a serious yet rebellious adult who has
struggled to maintain his sanity
ever since tragedy struck his family when he was very young. His
struggles have also affected his relationship with his father, played by
Brosnan.
His pain continues to affect his
life until he falls in love with a girl
from his school named Ally, played
by de Ravin.
The film follows their story, also
a homage to New York City in the
summer of 2001.
The cast is relatively small, with
just five actors including Pattinson,
de Ravin and Brosnan. Pattinson

While the film focuses on the
summer and early fall of 2001 in
New York City, it was unexpected
that Coulter would choose to include the tragic events of Sept. 11
into the story.
The audience leaves the theater
focusing more on that aspect of the
story rather than the love story between Tyler and Ally that, up until
then, had been the whole point of
the film.
If anything, Remember Me is
meant to inspire viewers to live
their lives to the fullest and re-evaluate their perspectives. The film’s
tagline, “Live in the Moment,” holds
true throughout the film, as Tyler
and Ally realize the importance of
enjoying life today because no one
can ever know what will happen tomorrow.
Audiences seem to be taking
well to the small film’s message
(and its main star) as it grossed $8.3
million after its first weekend in
theaters.

carries most of the film, as he is featured in every scene.
His performance in the film is
intense, showing off his acting abilities beyond the scope of Edward
Cullen. He keeps viewers glued to
the screen if for no other reason
than to watch him.
Emilie de Ravin is not really
a scene-stealer, but her natural
chemistry with Pattinson makes
their relationship seem entirely
real, allowing viewers to become
immersed in their story.
Brosnan, often playing the role
of the loveable and charming man,
is believable as a ruthless lawyer
who neglects his family. Pattinson
and Brosnan, who are on screen together many times throughout the
film, have passionate exchanges of
words that are both realistic and
engaging.
Director Allen Coulter, best
known as a television director, creates a seamless world which transitions flawlessly from one scene to
another.

Momofuku Milk Bar is marvelous

Trend Review
BY KERRI JAREMA
ARTS & STYLE EDITOR

 Dark

and sheer is the
fresh for the spring season.
Spring is finally here, and with it
comes a plethora of flouncy floral
dresses, light tops, bright-colored
flats and strappy sandals.
One way to break out of the
norm during this time of year is by
keeping it dark with a wardrobe full
of black lace and sheer black mesh.
The style has taken a hold recently with trend-setting celebrities
like Michelle Williams and Ashley
Olsen who have rocked long sheer
black skirts to red carpet events.
While the floor-length skirt may
be a bit much for a night out, a calflength version is an updated option
for spring when layered over a short

and form-fitting black skirt.
To lighten the look, pair the
black with a gray or white skirt underneath. For a more fun alternative, try bright shades like hot pink,
purple or red.
For blouses, sheer panels are a
more casual option than a dressedup skirt and are easier to pull off.
The sheer accents are usually on
the chest or shoulders. With a lightweight camisole underneath, it’s a
classy way to wear the trend.
Black lace and mesh are also
big right now, pulling off a similar
effect as the sheer look, but for the
less daring.
Black lace pencil skirts are great
for work and should be chosen over
mesh clothing, which can seem like
workout gear. Mesh accessories like
clutches, headbands or rings, are a
cool option for those who are hesitant at wearing the trend.

 The newest men’s looks
find inspiration from stylish
celebrities — both past and
present.

NNDB.COM

GQ recently published a slideshow on their website titled ‘The 50
Most Stylish Men of the Past Half
Century.”
If men are looking for inspiration about what to wear, they must
look to the past. Updating classic
styles worn by the likes of Marlon Brando, James Dean and Rock
Hudson and emulating the current
interpretations of stylish wear by
Johnny Depp, Robert Pattinson and
George Clooney are the way to go.
Fill your wardrobe with classic
styles like white t-shirts, plaid and
leather jackets à la Dean and Pattison.
Buy sturdy and rugged denim,

HOLLYWOOD.COM

BY ASHLEY RUDDER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

HOLLYWOOD.COM

favored by Brando and Ryan Gosling. Of course, a trim suit with a
white shirt and tie, worn by everyone from Sidney Poitier to George
Clooney, is a never fail for looking
stylish and savvy any day of the
week.
Personal style is also key here,
shown by the likes of Depp, Woody
Allen and Peter Fonda stick to
quirky looks that utilize classic
pieces in a way that break the mold.
It’s important to remember that
inpiration doesn’t always mean
copying a style completely. Adding
quirks like Depp’s signature necklaces and Fonda’s sunglasses are
little ways to make simple pieces
your own.
For the full list of actors whom
GQ thinks deserve a “life-time
achievement for looking so sublimely sharp,” visit www.gq.com
and find your own inspiration.

Momofuku Milk Bar is quickly
becoming a favorite bakery in the
East Village, serving up a wide assortment of desserts with creative
signature sweets.
Inside, the bakery is relatively
small and has a classic décor that
includes a chalkboard menu listing
the desserts, soft serve ice cream
flavors and prices. The seating consists of high wooden communal
tables where patrons can stand and
enjoy their treats.
The array of desserts makes it
hard for customers to choose just
one. However, the tried and true favorites are the reason to make a trip
to Milk Bar — like the compost pie.
Every bite is creamy and delicious,
filled with a rich, buttery flavor that
makes the pie moist and sweet. The
crust is crumbly and soft, giving it
an authentic and homemade taste.
Although the pie is served in small
slices, it is really filling. At $6 a slice,
the price is high but worth every
penny.
The compost cookie is made
to surprise and delight customers with an unusual combination
of pretzels, potato chips, oats, coffee, butterscotch and chocolate
chips. The strange contents of the
cookie might make some hesitant
to try it, but just one bite delivers an

outstanding taste that will silence
skeptics.
The cornflake chocolate chip
marshmallow cookie is also unreal
— the combination of marshmallow and cornflakes come together
perfectly to produce a chewy texture and bittersweet taste that is a
delicious alternative to the classic
chocolate chip cookie.
The blueberry cream cookie
tastes just like a homemade blueberry muffin. Filled with dried
blueberries and milk crumbs, this
seemingly simple combination delivers a spectacular taste. Soft and
rich, this cookie is a mouthful of
delicious blueberry flavor.
Each of these cookies are large,
and with the great deal of three
cookies for $5, they are perfect to
sample and share with a couple of
people. Milk Bar also offers baked
bread and cake.
Momofuku Milk Bar is located at
207 Second Ave., between 12th and
13th streets. For more information
visit www.momofuku.com/milkbar.
Out of 5
Food: 
Service: 
Atmosphere: 
Price: $$ (2-6)
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Volunteers audit Baruch trash
BY HSI CHAN
SCIENCE EDITOR

In a blue work suit, Baruch
student Andrew Song moved his
gloved hands through the trash
strewn across the table, looking
for empty plastic bottles and paper
products. The stench of the day’s
garbage hung in the air as dozens
of students and staff participated in
CUNY’s first waste audit.
Through his mask, Song yelled,
“It’s quite a good chance for me to
find out what [students] throw away
at Baruch, so that next time I can
explain to my friends what effect
decisions about trash have on the
college’s environmental impact.”
Led by Baruch College’s Task
Force on Sustainability, volunteers
separated and weighed recyclables
from the college’s trash bags at the
Waste Audit event on March 10.
According to psychology Professor Mindy Engle-Friedman, chair
of the Task Force, the 200-member
organization crosses over all the
constituencies of the college, ranging from undergraduate students to
professors. Launched in 2008, the
organization seeks to create a culture within Baruch that values and
practices sustainability.
“The question is how much recyclables are going into the general
waste, and also how much carbon
and energy [the college] is using to
cart it out,” said Engle-Friedman.
“[The college] has to think about
source reduction, basically creating
less of trash, and reusing the trash
for other purposes.”
During the event, student volunteers and custodial staff separated
recyclables from 24 hours worth of
trash and recorded its weight in the
Vertical Campus’ loading dock. According to Task Force member Davika Kumar, the data collected during the event will be combined with
the college’s recycling data accumulated from the last six months.
The Task Force and YRG Sustainability, a consulting group, will

Full body
scanners
in airports
BY HSI CHAN
SCIENCE EDITOR

JONATHAN NAKANO | THE TICKER

Student volunteers and staff participated in CUNY’s first waste audit, collecting recycling data on Baruch College’s trash.
analyze the collected data to create
a new recycling education program
in the coming months. Currently,
the Vertical Campus only puts out a
meager five bags of recyclables per
week. While the Task Force found
that 80 percent of Baruch students
wanted to recycle, they also found
that the students were often confused about where to put their various types of trash.
Not only is this audit one of CUNY’s first, it is also one of the most
comprehensive in the nation. “If
you look at the national data, [the
school] is collecting data from a 24hour period which most school’s
waste audits do not do,” said EngleFriedman. “We’re trying to get a
handle of trash that is coming in
from different collection shifts and
locations in the campus.”
Some things were immediately

apparent during the event. Recyclables made up a large percentage
of the general trash and there was a
lot of room for improvement in the
college’s recycling practices. Some
of the trash was even wasteful.
“The first bag we dumped out
contained rolls of unused toilet paper still wrapped up,” said graduate
student Amanda Friedel. “It’s not
just wasteful, it’s wasting money,
especially when [students] are paying for tuition.”
YRG will compile the data and
send it to participants in the next
week. Individuals or teams can then
write up a waste audit report and
submit it for judging. The writers of
the two best reports will receive gift
certificates to Whole Foods.
“I think that the college is doing
things well, but there’s a lot of areas
that it can improve on,” said Keith

Amann, an YRG consultant. “There
may be opportunities in areas of
the building, where we are finding recyclable materials in trash to
add recycle bins next to trash bins,
so that people are more diligent in
sorting.”
One student organization that
participated in the event was the
Environmental Cooperation Organization.
The club, which meets every
Thursday during club hours in
Room 310 in the 23rd St. Building,
suggested that students who wish
to reduce their environmental footprint can bring their own lunches,
use refillable canteens, buy used
textbooks and switch to compact
fluorescent light bulbs.
Participation in Baruch College’s Task Force on Sustainability
is open to all Baruch students .

Travelers flying abroad will
soon be subjected to more security scans at airports. Joining the
40 scanners already in use around
the country, Boston’s Logan and
Chicago’s O’Hare International
airports will be receiving new fullbody scanners. Randomly selected
passengers will be given the option
of walking through the scanners or
being patted down by Transportation Security Agency officers.
Purchased with federal stimulus money, 150 body scanners will
be distributed across the country.
Since last month, the federal government has already distributed
four scanners; three to Logan and
one to O’Hare. These scanners,
about the size of a telephone booth,
use harmless high frequency radio
waves to find hidden objects underneath clothing. Currently, each
machine costs between $130,000 to
$170,000.

WORDPRESS.COM

Fake marijuana’s dangerous high
BY SABRINA SMITH
NEWS EDITOR

For paranoid potheads a legal
alternative to marijuana can be
appealing, but a recent study has
shown that faux weed poses the
same danger as the street product.
K2, also known as “fake marijuana,” is a mixture of herbal and
spice plant products that is sprayed
with a potent psychotropic drug,
and, according to Scalzo, contaminated with a toxic substance. The
toxic substance JWH 018, a synthetic man-made drug that is similar to
cannabis, may be responsible for
the hallucinations.
Anthony Scalzo, professor of
toxicology at Saint Louis University, has studied over 30 cases
this past month on teenagers and
their inhaled consumption of K2.
According to ScienceDaily.com,
Scalzo observed side effects that
included hallucinations, agitation and increase in heart rate and
blood pressure, as well as tremors
and vomiting.
While the drug is reported to be
natural and safe because it is legal,
Scalzo’s study states otherwise.
According to ScienceDaily.com,
Scalzo stated, “K2 use is not limited
to the Midwest; reports of its use are
cropping up all over the country. I
think K2 is likely a bigger problem
than we’re aware of at this time.”
While Tetrahydrocannabinol, a
psychoactive substance and main

GARDENSCURE.COM

When smoked, K2, known as fake marijuana, can cause a variety of health issues such as cardiovascular issues in users.
ingredient found in marijuana, is
not present in K2, K2 provides the
smoker with a marijuana-like high
and is preferred over “traditional”
marijuana for its ability to camouflage its symptoms.
WebMD, a popular online
source for health information,
reported that K2 and other legal
“herbal incense” products that are
“spiked” with drugs do not show up
in medical drug tests.
JWH-018 works on the brain in
the same way as THC. According to

LiveScience.com, health and technology, the compounds found in
K2 bind to the neural receptors in
the central nervous system, that are
affected by cannabinoids. The compounds also bind to the peripheral
brain receptors, which affect the
bodily immune system.
Other side effects of K2 include
pale appearance, anxiety and confusion. The drug is known to increase cardiovascular issues due
to its high potency and pose lifethreatening problems to other ar-

eas of the body.
According to WebMD.com, K2
began its appearance in 2004, becoming prominent on the Internet
and head shops in Europe. By 2008,
the drug grew in sales throughout Europe, the United States and
Canada.
ScienceDaily.com reported that
the “fake weed” sells for $30 to $40
per 3-gram bag and is comparable
in cost to marijuana. Legislators in
some states like Missouri are proposing to ban K2.

TSA officers can now use full body
scanners to find concealed weapons.
During the 15-second scan, a
TSA officer from a security booth
will see an image of image of a person’s naked body. In the case of an
emergency or threat, the TSA employee can contact security officials
present at the gate. While faces are
obscured and images are destroyed
after the scan, some are calling the
use of the scanners an invasion of
their privacy.
“We have continued to express
concerns about the use of these
machines as a primary screener
because it’s an invasion of privacy
that isn’t necessary,” said Ed Yohnka, spokesman for the American
Civil Liberties Union of Illinois, in
an interview with the Chicago Tribune. “There is no justification for
compelling people to go through a
virtual strip search to go on an airplane.”
However, the deployment of
theses devices in the United States
is facing considerably less resistance than their deployment in
Europe. A January USA TODAY/
Gallup Poll found that 78 percent
of respondents approved the use
of the scanners and that 67 percent
were comfortable with being examined by one.
With the scanners, the TSA
hopes to prevent security breaches in the nation’s airports like the
one that occurred on Christmas
Day last year. Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab attempted to ignite an explosive device hidden underneath
his clothing.
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Valve’s Steam brings fragging to Mac
 Valve’s Steam, the premier digital distribution
manager on Windows,
is coming to Macintosh
computers, bringing along
a collection of first-rate
computer games such as
Left 4 Dead and Portal 2
BY JAHN GOLDEN
WEBMASTER

Steam, the leading digital distribution
manager of the videogame industry, is expanding to Mac OSX this April. Not only will
this change the position of Steam’s developer,
Valve, as the premier videogame developer
for Macs, it will also will expand audiences
for both companies.
Initially released in 2003, Steam was one
of the first programs that allowed users to
purchase, download and play through a
video game manager solely over their Internet connection. Back when the others were
still looking at selling games on HD-DVD and
Blu-Ray, Steam embraced downloadable
content as the future of the gaming industry.
Self-proclaimed as the “The Nexus of PC
Gaming,” Steam’s digital library has grown to
include major publishers such as 2K Games,
Activision Blizzard, Electronic Arts and Ubisoft to name a few.
It has also been instrumental in combating videogame piracy with its digital rights
management program, making it popular
with game developers.
Steam now claims to have a 70 percent
market share in digital distribution, with
more than 25 million active user accounts
worldwide.
Beyond being a digital distribution manager, Steam also has social networking features that allow users to collect achievements,
find friends and communicate with contacts
while playing. This evolution has established
Steam as a communal gaming experience,

XBOX360-TRIBE.ORG

Valve has plans to bring Steam, the market leader in the digital distribution of computer games like Left 4 Dead (above) and Portal, to Apple’s Mac OSX.
rather than just being an online store.
In preparation for their move to Macs,
Steam made several significant updates to
their user interface. WebKit, the Internet rendering engine used in the Safari web browser,
is now integrated into Steam, allowing for
seamless compatibility for both Windows
and Mac users.
According to John Cook, the director of
Steam Development, Mac users will have access to the same games as Windows and console users.
“We are treating the Mac as a tier-1 platform, so all of our future games will release
simultaneously on Windows, Mac and the
Xbox 360,” said Cook.
“We looked at a variety of methods to get

our games onto the Mac, and in the end decided to go with native versions rather than
emulation.”
Parallel to the Mac debut, “Steam Play”
will also be released, allowing for users to
purchase, download, and play games on both
operating systems, without having to purchase Windows and Mac versions separately.
Those who purchase Windows copies will be
entitled to their Mac counterparts.
For developers, “Steamworks” will add
functionality to Valve’s “Source” game engine, allowing for game design on both Windows and Mac simultaneously.
This also means that Windows and Mac
titles will share the same servers and lobbies,
allowing for all gamers to communicate and

play together.
Valve will be porting a number of their
best-selling titles to the Mac, including Counter-Strike, Half-Life, Left 4 Dead 2, Portal and
Team Fortress 2. Gas Powered Games and
DICE, developers of Supreme Commander 2
and Battlefield: Bad Company 2, respectively, have expressed interest in porting their
games to the Mac as well.
While Mac is not typically associated with
the videogame industry, Steam has reduced
many of the technical hurdles of game distribution. The first game available on both
platforms will be Valve’s Portal 2. It will be
released during the 2010 holiday season simultaneously for PC and Mac.
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Farid leads Bearcats by example
BY MICHELE RUNKO
STAFF WRITER

He takes the ball from the
3-point line, shoots it, and its good!
That is what Tammer Farid, the
shooting guard from the Baruch
men’s basketball team, is known
for. When he’s got a hot hand, no
one can stop him.
Farid scored his 1,000th point
during the “Battle of Lexington”
game on Feb. 11th. He became the
17th player in Baruch men’s basketball history to achieve the mark,
commemorated with a banner that
hangs in the ARC Arena.
“When I came to Baruch, I
looked up at the 1,000-point banner and I set an individual goal for
myself as a freshman to get on that
banner before my career was over,”
said Farid. “Now, in my junior year,
I accomplished that goal and I am
very proud to join the best players
in Baruch history in the 1,000 point
club. It feels great and I’m looking
forward to having a few of my teammates join me on there [in the future].”
Farid is a driven player on and
off the court, holding a high GPA as
a marketing major. He knows how
to manage his time and take care of
business.
“Tammer is the ultimate competitor. Anyone on our team will
tell you that Tammer works harder
than anyone, both on and off the
court. There is no day off for Tammer,” said junior center Sean Loftus. “If we have a game, he wants
to win more than anyone else. At
practice, he is always keeping us
focused, because he knows that
great practices translate into great
games. When he isn’t on the court,
he is always doing something to
make himself and others better.”
Farid will keep improving on his
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Junior Tammer Farid leads the Bearcats in three-point percentage, one of the reasons that he joined the 1,000 point club.
game and make sure that the team
follows. He was a captain this year
and will continue the leadership in
his last season at Baruch next year.
“Tammer brought great leadership and an open demeanor that
made him approachable as well as

a great work ethic,” said fellow captain George Kunkel. “Tammer is
the quiet captain out of the two of
us. He would lead more by example
than verbally, which made us a
good [combo] because we were different in that way.”

Not only were the players impressed and motivated by Farid’s
performance, but the coaching staff
pushed him along the way to be the
best player he could.
“From the first day, he was a
paragon of hard work and dedi-

cation. When the players see him
working this hard, they follow. He
takes great pride in what he does
and others get on board,” said head
coach Ray Rankis. “He is a great
shooter which allows others to get
space and find driving lanes. He
also turned into a top defensive
player, which, when he was a freshman, would have necessitated a lobotomy on my part to say.”
Farid takes pride in what he does
but he knows that without the team
to back him up Baruch wouldn’t
have had anywhere near the success they had this season.
“This team was one of the best
teams I ever played for. We played
so well throughout the season and
we have developed the best chemistry on and off the court. We played
a tough schedule yet we stepped up
to the challenge every time,” said
Farid, who averaged 11.2 points
per game this season. “We played
some great games where we made
great comebacks and game-winning shots. This team was resilient
and we played with heart, which
really made this season very enjoyable.”
Farid is a prime example that
when goals are set with determination behind them, they can be
accomplished. It took a lot of hard
work and persistence to get where
Farid is today, something that will
hopefully set him up for success in
the future.
“Next year is simple: we win the
CUNY championship and play in
the NCAA tourney, or it’s a failed
season. We have the experience
and the team chemistry to accomplish these goals and more,” said
Farid. “If we all work hard and stay
focused and bring a new level of intensity next year we will be wearing
the championship belt at the end of
the year.”

MMA in NYC possible
BY AUSTIN KENNAN
COPY EDITOR

Mets and Yankees ready to spring into the season
Spring is officially here, and
that can only mean one thing: the
start of a new season of baseball.
The 2009 season featured an unforgettable World Series run by the
champion Yankees and an equally
forgettable fourth-place finish by
the disabled Mets.
But as spring training for the
2010 season hits its stride, both
teams have question marks and
position battles that must be addressed in order to be successful.
Here is a look at some of the major
issues for both teams this spring:
Mets
Jose Reyes and Carlos BeltranIt was no secret that the Mets’
problems last season were a direct result of injuries and the same
monster is begging to show it’s ugly
head again. Reyes and Beltran will
both miss the start of season with
thyroid and knee problems, respectively. In the meantime, center
fielder Gary Mathews Jr. and utility
infielder Alex Cora will fill in. If the
Mets have any chance of competing in the National League East this
season, both players must return at
100 percent.
First Base - With Carlos Delgado officially no longer with the
Mets, two players that were originally drafted by the team will be
competing for playing time. Daniel
Murphy took a step back from his
.313 average in 49 games in 2008,
but still showed promise, leading
the Mets in homeruns and making strides defensively at first base.
Free-swinging Mike Jacobs, who

was originally part of the trade Bombers, they went out and acthat brought Delgado to the Mets quired former Tigers center fielder
in 2006, was re-acquired from the Curtis Granderson in a three-team
Royals to compete with Murphy. In trade to fill the void on the field
2008, Jacobs had a career year with and in the lineup. Granderson can
the Marlins, hitting 32 homeruns be a five-tool star when at his best,
and batting .299, but struggled in but has struggled against lefties
the American League last season, throughout his career and has trouhitting just .228 with 19 homers. bles fielding. Granderson’s success
will be a key component for
Look out for prospect Ike
a World Series repeat.
Davis, who is the future of
Designated Hitter - After
the Mets at first base, to
six years as a Yankee, the
make his debut this seafront office decided that
son if the Mets fall out of
Hideki Matsui was no lonthe playoff race.
ger part of their plan and
Starting Rotation - Bethe instead opted to sign
hind Johan, the Mets rooft-injured former Yankee
tation is a question mark.
TIM PETROPOULOS
farm hand Nick Johnson
Head case Mike Pelfrey,
as a replacement. Johnson
who looked like he had
BEARCAT PROWLER
has one of the best bats in
finally turned the corner,
reverted to his old ways, getting the the league when healthy, but has
ball up and balking on seven differ- had trouble staying on the field his
ent occasions during the 2009 sea- whole career, averaging just 282
son. Slotted as the No. 3 starter, the plate appearances a season over his
sinker-baller has to keep the ball nine-year career. The Yankees hope
down in 2010 to be successful. Both that without the stress of playing
John Maine and Oliver Perez, who the field, Johnson will stay healthy
each won 15 games in 2008, were and produce like he is capable.
The Joba Rules - The Yankees
injured and erratic last season. Although Maine seems to be on the must decide this season one thing:
right track to bouncing back this is Joba Chamberlain a starter or
spring, Perez continues to be an Mariano Rivera’s future replaceenigma, unable to harness his ace- ment. As a starter in 2009, Chamquality ‘stuff ’. The fight for the fifth berlain struggled to the tune of a
starter spot should be an interest- bloated 4.95 ERA. With starter Phil
ing battle as well, with prospect Jon Hughes on the rise and newly acquired Javier Vasquez slotted as the
Niese leading the way.
number four starter, it may be time
to put the talented Chamberlain in
Yankees
Centerfield - After Johnny Da- the bullpen, where he thrived in
mon’s price demands for a new 2008.
contract were too steep for the

A new bill going to the State Assembly for a vote might give the
commercial mixed martial arts industry the foothold it needs to enter
New York City, and eventually take
down professional boxing as the
nation’s premier combative sport.
The brutal and competitive
sport known as mixed martial arts
moves closer to being made legal in
New York and many are hailing the
move as the crucial point at which
mixed martial arts will overtake
traditional boxing as the premier
combat sport in the United States.
MMA has been legalized for
commercial purposes in 37 states
across the country since 1997 and
has seen healthy expansion into
various forms of entertainment
since motions have been made to
bring the sport to the mainstream.
Companies have had great success
with video game and clothing endorsements, as well as large PayPer-View sales and gambling based
on main events.
Bill 1-11458-A was passed by
the State Assembly’s Committee on
Tourism, Arts, and Sports Development in a 14-6 vote, a larger margin
than expected by many supporters.
Assemblyman Jonathan Bing
told Newsday.com, “The bill
didn’t move out of the Tourism

Committee last year. This year, it
not only passed, but also achieved
a larger margin than I expected.”
If the full State Assembly moves
to pass the vote, venues like Madison
Square Garden will become viable
hosts for such events involving
Ultimate Fighting Championship,
currently the largest league in the
commercial MMA industry, and
would provide a large and fertile
market for the sport to grow into
a formidable adversary for HBO
Boxing, a past dominator of PayPer-View events.
Many claim that legalizing
mixed martial arts would aid the
state with its staggering $15 billion
dollar deficit.
MMAWeekly.com reports that
a study commissioned by UFC
and HR&A Advisors suggested that
legalizing MMA and welcoming
UFC events into the city “could
generate millions of dollars in
economic activity and hundreds of
thousands of dollars in tax revenue
for the Empire State.”
Though MMA is not legal in
New York just yet, the UFC is taking
measures to move closer to the Big
Apple by holding the upcoming
UFC 111 in Newark, N.J., as well
as several UFC-related events and
conventions in the city, including
a special screening of UFC 111 at
Radio City Music Hall on July 11,
the night of the event.
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Bearcats give City Tech ‘love’

No. 4
Volleyball
extends
winning
streak
 Win over Lehman
brings CUNYAC
winning streak to
18 as team prepares
for tournament and
game against No. 1
ranked Springfield.
BY SPENCE PACKER
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR
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The tennis team shut out the Yellow Jackets of City Tech on Tuesday in their first game of the season at the U.S. National Tennis Center in Queens in their first game.
BY TIMOTHY PETROPOULOS
SPORTS EDITOR

The men’s tennis team started
off the season with an ace, defeating the New York City College of
Technology, 9-0, last Tuesday at
the U.S. National Tennis Center in
Queens.
Last year’s CUNY Athletic Conference champions dominated the
game in every aspect, losing only 18
games and no sets in the nine combined matches.
“We spent a great deal of time
practicing and preparing for this
first game of the season. We, as a
team, made it our priority to come
into the match with the mindset
that no team out there can beat us,”
said sophomore Steven Zak in an
e-mail. “I believe having the right

preparation, great team spirit and
overall confidence were the key elements in our first game.”
The Bearcats began the contest
by winning their first three doubles
matches by default when City Tech
was forced to forfeit due to lateness.
Baruch then took that momentum into its singles matches, looking to make a statement to the rest
of CUNYAC by shutting out the Yellow Jackets.
“The truth of the matter is that
we won 9-0 and [it] sends a message to the other teams,” said Zak.
“If you’re going to come into our
house, you better bring your ‘A’
game and a lottery ticket.”
Junior Tadas Valiukenas (6-0,
6-0) and freshman Bryan Adle (6-

1, 6-2) won their first two matches
with ease, both winning in straight
sets.
In the next two matches, the
Yellow Jackets gave both senior Andrew Smith (6-3, 7-5) and freshman
Damon Ye (6-1, 7-5) a run for their
money, but both pulled through
with two more victories.
Junior Aliaksei Misitau (6-0,
6-0) and Zak (6-1, 6-0) put the final
nail in City Tech’s coffin, losing one
game total in the final two matches
of the day.
“I put a lot of pressure on myself
to make sure that I didn’t let the
team down. Our coach had repeatedly told me that I should focus on
playing my game and not worrying
so much about the outcome,” said
Zak. “This surely helped, however,

in the back of my mind I knew that
I had to win not only for me but for
the team as well.”
After unexpectedly winning
the CUNYAC championship after
finishing fourth in the 2009 regular season, the Bearcats know that
anything could happen and are
looking to take this season one
game at a time.
“It is always important to get
that first win but I feel that it’s more
important for us to focus on the
matches one game at a time,” said
Zak. “Being on a team whose flags
take up an entire wall at the gym it
makes me proud. I want to do all
that I can this year to make sure
that we can get ourselves another
trophy.”

Softball splits two in Virgina beach
BY LILLIAN RIZZO
MANAGING EDITOR

When the Bearcats took the field for the second game in Virginia’s Ferrum Invitational last
Sunday, they were craving victory. They had just
fallen to Eastern Mennonite University, 9-1, and
wanted to prove they were the fresh team they
have been promising opponents, the CUNY Athletic Conference and the rest of Baruch’s athletic
department.
Driven by the need to make their weekend at
least half a success, the Bearcats bounced back
to defeat Ferrum, 2-1.
“We were worried about the loss, so we wanted to make up for it,” said pitcher Andrea Tepfer.
The junior attributed the loss not only to the
team’s lack of contact, but also to being rusty
from having no practice the day before.
The team arrived to a rained-out tournament
on Saturday, causing them to sit dormant in the
hotel and wait for Sunday to take the field.
In their first game, Baruch only managed one
run against Eastern Mennonite on Nicole Flint’s
RBI double, but the Royals stole the show with
their big hitters, including homeruns by freshman Sara Jenkins’ and Senior Laura Cash as part
of a 14 hit outburst.
“In the first game against Eastern Mennonite,
our bats were still in daylight savings time,” said
assistant coach Penny Weiner in an e-mail. “We
just did not have enough offense that game, and
[Eastern Mennonite] capitalized [with] Timely
hitting.”
But this tough loss gave Baruch the push to
bring in a win against Ferrum in their next game.
Tepfer pitched seven innings, recording seven
strikeouts, while giving up only three hits and
five walks.
Tepfer says the momentum for the game
picked up with a big play from junior right fielder Cristina Cespedes.
In the third inning, Cespedes “made a great
throw to third base,” making the final out for the
inning. “It was a really close play and it just set
the tone for the rest of the game,” said Tepfer.
“We wanted to really win after seeing that.”
Junior Idelissa Lluveres hit the two-run double in the bottom of the third that brought in
Cespedes and freshman Andrea Feeney for the
game-winning runs. Lluveres also stood out defensively, and Tepfer says the two worked very
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The Bearcats split the two final games they played in Virgina last weekend, winning their second game 2-1.
well together.
“I had a really good vibe going with my catcher, Idelissa,” said Tepfer. “She knows what pitches to call, and we worked really well together for
all seven innings.”
According to Weiner, the team got timlier hitting and improved their baserunning in the second game.
Freshman Kimberly Hernandez was unable to take the field this past weekend with her
teammates due to an injury.
“From our last games, we improved on making more contact and being more confident in
ourselves,” said Hernandez, who plays second
base and outfield, in an e-mail. “As a team, we

can still work on picking each other up, as we
have been improving on as the games progress.”
The Bearcats took on NYU-Poly Techinic in
a non-conference game at Floyd Bennett Field
this weekend in Brooklyn. After two weekends of
recording two wins and two losses, the Bearcats
are becoming more comfortable on the grass
and building up more team chemistry.
Tepfer says they are working on their outfield
play, the area they are struggling with the most.
“I feel like our team has a lot of potential and
it is the best [team] I’ve played on in three years,”
said Tepfer. “I feel like if there’s going to be a
championship year, this is it.”

The No. 4 ranked men’s volleyball team traveled to the Bronx on
March 16 to play Lehman College.
Despite a rough start, Baruch managed to emerge victorious in four
sets.
In the first set, Baruch did not
play their starting team and according to player Vincent Cruz, it
was the best set of the night. Baruch
won that set 30-17, with 17 kills and
six errors.
In the second set, Baruch put in
their first team and wound up losing 30-26, recording 18 kills and
nine errors.
After losing the second set, Baruch rallied to come back in the
third set, to win by the score of 3016. Arguably their best set of the
night, the Bearcats managed to get
15 kills and make only three errors.
The final and fourth set saw the
Bearcats winning with a score of
30-21 and bringing the total kills of
the night to 70, while allowing only
managed 34 kills.
The victory over Lehman continued their undefeated CUNYAC
streak 14-0.
Sequiel Sanchez stood out with
19 kills and Kirill Yagnetinskiy, Pablo Oliveira and Santos Rivera each
got 10 kills.
“We put everyone on the court
[over the course of the game], we
did slack off but we picked it up
at the end.” Said Sophomore Sam
Park.
Cruz agreed stating that the
team just needed to get composed.
“Our skills are good, but mentally we’re not at our best,” said Park.
“We have been playing down to our
competition, when we should be
making them match us. We need to
always pick up energy and play every game like it’s a hard game.”
With Lehman behind them, the
Bearcats are looking toward a series
of far more challenging match-ups.
On Saturday, March 20, Baruch
has the Ramapo Tri-Match. At 1
p.m. they play Stevens and then
Ramapo at 3 p.m. Park stated that
Baruch has not played Ramapo in a
while and it would be great to beat
them.
The following week will see the
conclusion of the CUNYAC season
with the championship game being
played March 26th at Hunter College.
April 1st is senior night where
the the Bearcats will play Vassar.
Six days later, they play the No. 1
ranked team in the country, Springfield College.
“If we can beat them, we will be
set,” said Cruz.
Going into the final, and toughest, part of the season, head coach
Allison Stack wants the team to
peak now.
“We had some injuries and
some sicknesses earlier in the season, but we’re healthy now. It’s so
important to stay healthy,” said
Stack. “If we can win these big
games coming up, we have a shot
to go to the final four and win it all.
That would be amazing.”
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COMEBACK
KIDS
BY TIMOTHY PETROPOULOS

SPORTS EDITOR

The Baruch baseball team
picked up right were it left off after
last season, coming from behind
to defeat SUNY-Maritime in extra
innings, 9-6, in the Bronx to open
their season.
With two outs and freshman
pinch-runner Jeffrey Merker on
second base, David Chestnut (2-5, 2
RBI) hit, what looked to be, a gameending pop fly right field. But when
Maritime outfielder Jonathan Proscia dropped the ball, Marker scored
the tying run to give the Bearcats
new life, and they took full advantage.
After an intentional walk to
sophomore Thomas Daly (1-3, 2
runs), junior John Avona (1-4, 2
runs, 3 RBI) stepped up to the plate
and blasted a three-run home run

to give Baruch a 9-6 lead.
Freshman Noel Placencia put
the stamp on the victory, notching
his first career save in the bottom of
the ninth inning.
An alarming stat for the Bearcats
was the six errors they committed,
which led to three unearned runs
for Maritime. It was excessive, even
considering it was their first game
on grass in over a year because they
have to practice indoors.
A good sign for Baruch was
freshman Jason Berliner, who recorded the victory in relief.
“We expect a lot of good things
out of [Berliner],” said head coach
Jose Torres in an earlier interview.
Baruch starts their annual trip
to Cocoa Beach, Florida, on March
16th and continues through March
23. They will play seven out-ofconference games there to start the
season.
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